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Executive Summary
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Since the beginning of the eighties, the operation of the
French economic policy has undergone a far-reaching
conceptual change of approach. The economy has been
increasingly exposed to the steering mechanism of the
free market and previous regulatory concepts were aban-
doned. Ideas of "planification" were replaced by increas-
ing use of the price mechanism. Credit policy changed
from direct steering techniques to indirect methods via
the interest rate in increasingly liberalized markets.
Moreover, monetary policy with more and more credi-
bility reflected the hard-currency option of the EMS. In
this framework, the economy has achieved a greater
ex-ante rationality in income distribution. State inter-
vention has been increasingly reduced and competitive-
ness strengthened. Thus, the pre-conditions have been
laid down for a successful expansion within the context
of greater Community integration after 1992.
The new macroeconomic framework in France, which
gives priority to nominal stability, has proved successful
in particular as regards the achievement of monetary
policy in keeping inflation under control. In view of
uncertainties surrounding the German economy, the re-
sponsibility on French monetary policy in the EMS con-
text is growing so that monetary policy should maintain
its stability and medium-term oriented stance. Further
interest rate reductions, which are quite likely to materi-
alize, should reflect market forces, i.e. room for lower-
ing shgrt term rates should be exploited cautiously.
Fiscal policy is consistent with a stability-oriented pol-
icy mix as the public sector deficit is very small. How-
ever, the tax pressure is quite heavy and given that
integration imposes limits on the taxation of mobile
factors priority should be given to control expenditures,
e.g, social security expenditures (and contributions)
which are relatively large, Distortions in the tax struc-
ture (taxation of saving and high taxes for low and very
high income levels) might be alleviated by broadening
the tax base (direct taxes, immobile factors). Taxation of
enterprises also appears to be somewhat high, involving
potentially detrimental effects on the real rate of return
on investment,
The disinflation process was largely facilitated by fa-
vourable labour market behaviour: the considerable
nominal and real wage moderation due to both changes
in policy and market behaviour achieved over the 1980s
was the principal factor in the restoration of profit mar-
gins. For a number of reasons, it is of paramount import-
ance that this trend continues.
Firstly, the increase in real interest rates during the 1980s
requires an adjustment towards levels more consistent
with the relative scarcity of capital in the functional
income distribution in favour of capital. Secondly, in an
international perspective, the real wage level in France
should be consistent with a satisfactory level of profita-
bility relative to other countries and thirdly, the high
unemployment (in part due to strong growth in the labour
force) requires a higher economic growth path. There-
fore, real wages should temporarily grow below produc-
tivity growth. This will stimulate capital accumulation
and contribute to an equilibrium real wage level which
will allow to reduce existing unemployment in France.
Measures to reduce structural rigidities which remain in
the French labour market should be announced and im-
plemented. Greater vertical wage flexibility (SMIC),
more flexible use of the capital stock and a reduction in
the insider-outsider effect by effective measures to rein-
tegrate unemployed workers into the labour market
would all seem desirable. 
-
The enterprise sector increasingly operates in a market
and internationally-determined environment. The strong
acceleration of foreign direct investment abroad indi-
cates that French enterprises no longer give overriding
priority to the domestic market. A strengthening of com-
petitive forces may also reduce the competitiveness
problems which have persisted in the French economy
and make France more attractive to foreign investors too.
All in all, the study shows that France is increasingly
reaping the benefits of the new pblicy framework intro-
duced in the 1980s but that in order to reap them fully
the present course has to be maintained. On the recent
conjoncture, there is no alternative but to rely upon
further supply-side improvements as the major means for
improving the employment performance. With alterna-
tive responses, France would be affected by major set-
backs for its economy arising from losses in credibility
and the attractiveness as a place for investment in the
single market: furthermore, the unavoidable and (signi-
ficant) adjustment costs of the new policy would have
been wasted.
Only supply side improvements would strengthen
growth prospects and would also enhance the attractive-
ness of France as a site for investment in the Single
Market, a factor which will become more and more
important as economic and monetary integration pro-
ceeds,
2l
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PART I
INTERACTION BETWEEN MICRO AND MACRO.ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
l. Macro-economic performances and
policies
1.1 Economic growth in France: an assessment
After the very slow growth in the first half of the 1980s,
GDP growth in France recovered in 1986, somewhat
later than in the other European countries. Due to this
acceleration of GDP growth, employment rose by around
l7o per year from 1988, after having fallen in the first
half of the 1980s.
Potential output in manufacturing has increased steadily
at a rate of some 2.59o per year since 1986 (see Graph
t) l. Ttris performance, however, has to be compared
with very slow growth in the mid-1980s when potential
output in manufacturing actually declined after several
years of low investment. The level of the early 1980s was
regained only in 1988. The main factors behind the better
investment performance were improving profitability,
terms of trade gains and the buoyancy of world trade.
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Medium-term prospects for employment will crucially
depend upon a continued strong investment perfonnance
and a corresponding growth of potential output. This is
particularly true for the manufacturing sector. Indeed,
weak growth perfomrance during the mid-1980s signifi-
cantly reduced the employment potential in manufactur-
ing.
Despite improved investment, however, unemployment
remains stubbornly high. The rate of unemployment,
affected by significantly rising labour supply, increased
steadily until 1987, peaking at more lhan l0/o two years
later than the Community average. Since then unemploy-
ment has declined, but at a slower pace than in most other
Community countries. Being the principal macro€con-
omic imbalance of the French economy, the relatively
high unemployment rate warrants a thorough examin-
ation.
More recently, the economic growth performance of
France has deteriorated mainly due to a deceleration of
growth in world trade. Although competitiveness has not
been reduced significantly vis-l-vis ERM countries dur-
ing the last two years, the recent acceleration in wages
might affect growth in two respects: high wage settle-
ments will not only affect competitiveness (exports) but
through their impact on profit expectations they are
likely to reduce investment and thus job creation.
Weaker investment due also to lower demand expecta-
tions, is indeed the main domestic contributor to the
recent deceleration of growth in France and to rising
unemployment.
In 1989 and 1990, wages per head rose around 57o. This
is not consistent with an improvement in profitability
during a phase of economic slowdown. Indeed, crucial
sectors of the French economy have already experienced
a significant drop in profitabilitn whose more satisfac-
tory level was an important factor behind investment
growth: the falling trend in real unit labour costs, the best
indicator of profitability, was internrpted last year.How-
ever at the beginning of 1991 the risk of wage inflation
is less obvious.
The discipline in price-setting behaviour which origin-
ates from the more competitive internal and external
environment has its counterpart in a greater response of
profits to wage developments. Moreover, high wage set-
tlements will also have important repercussions on the
conduct of stability-oriented economic policies. This
Potential outprt is here proxied by dividing value added in the manufacturing scctor by the survey based figures on capacity
utilizarion i.e. PO = VA.IO0/CU, where PO denotes potential output, VA value added in manufrcuring industry ard CU the
survey based rate of capacity utilization.
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would directly influence the credibility of monetary pol-
icy and reduce the room for manoeuvre for further mar-
ket-based reductions of interest rates. lndeed, the
impressive reduction of interest rate differentials against
the DM has to be preserved, otherwise the necessarily
rising interest rates could trigger an unwarranted restric-
tive influence on the present fragile cyclical situation.
The scope for using liscal policy to effectively counter-
act a cyclical slowdown continues to be rather limited.
The declared target of an ongoing reduction in the fiscal
deficit would have to be abandoned in the event of
discretionary demand management. A larger" fiscal
deficit - even if only due to the working of automatic
stabilizers - could be interpreted by the market as a
signal of a more accorrmodating fiscal policy and would
in these conditions be self-defeating.
From a macroeconomic point of view, the possibility of
the French economy achieving a higher growth trend
depends upon whether it would impede other targets of
economic policy. A lower level of unemployment can
only be durably sustained if inflation remains low. Thus,
a reduction in unemployment depends upon an appropri-
ate degree of labour market flexibility.
1.2 Achievements in nominal convergence
1.2.1 The sustalnability of the low lnflation
performance
Disinllation was one of the main achievements of the
new policy regime in France in the eighties, As in most
other countries, inflation decelerated after the end of the
oil price-induced struggle over the distribution of in-
come which was behind the inflation surge of the early
1980s. The slowdown in inllation was more marked in
France than in other countries, especially from 1983
onwards. The inllation rate came down from more than
ten percent in the early eighties to around three Percent
in 1989-90; and inllation in France is now well below
the average of the ERM countries (Graph 2) pointing to
durable achievements in a better ex-ante coordination of
the French economy.
Wage moderation has been the main factor behind the
disinflation process. A significant deceleration in nomi-
nal wage growth together with a satisfactory advance in
productivity, has led to a fall in the increase in unit
labour costs from13.5Vo in 1980 to l.7Vo in 1988. During
the period 1986-89, unit labour costs actually remained
stable contributing to the restoration of higher profita-
bility.
1.2.2 The current account balance and liberallzed
capltal movements
The interpretation of current account developments in
the integrating economies is becoming more difficult. In
conditions of liberalized capital markets the current ac-
count balance can less and less be considered as a ge-
nuine target of economic policy. Better growth ProsPects
combined with strong investment and positive private
sector expectations, will undoubtedly have a counterpart
in the current account balance, Nevertheless, a persistent
current ccount deficit due to a lack of competitiveness
can be considered as an important indicator of future
employment prospects. Therefore, the interrelation be-
tween developments in unemployment and the current
account balance can provide crucial information about
the position of the economy.
The liberalization of capital movements and the success
which has been achieved in maintaining nominal sta-
bility have considerably reduced the need for balanced
current accounts'. To the extent that current account
imbalances reflect private sector, intertemporal deci-
sions on saving and investment, a current account deficit
could be attributable solely to high investment, reflect-
ing optimal factor allocation in the Community. More-
over, the liberalization of financial markets has reduced
the sensitivity of consumer demand to disposable in-
come and increases its responsiveness to changes in the
When capital market restrictions ap,ply, curent acoormt imbalances re often sources of exchange rate sPeculation. Current
accormt surpluses lead to expectatioru of revaluation and vice versa, possibly irrespctive of the cruses of such "imbalance.s".
As long as the exchange rate is retained as an instrument for restoring external equilibriurn, the current account balarrce is also
an important indicator for economic policy, and thereby inlluences private sector expectations.
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present value of future income, including from tangible
assets such as houses and from human capital or finan-
cial assets. Therefore, positive expectations increase in-
vestment and reduce private sector savings and in such
a situation a current account deficit would even be a
positive factor as it closes the gap between aggregate
demand and domestic production opportunities.
In a world of liberalized capital movements the financ-
ing aspects of current account imbalances become of
much reduced significance and this is even more the case
in monetary union. Nevertheless, such imbalances re-
main important indicators for assessing the future em-
ployment situation. The deterioration of the financial
performance of the enterprise sector and a loss in com-
petitiveness due to high wage increases might lead to a
larger current account deficit indicating reduced growth
prospects.
1.3 Economic policy issues
1.3.1 Monetary policy ln a market.orlented
envlronment
The macroeconomic framework in France has moved,
since 1983, towards giving priority to price stability.
Disinflation has been achieved among other things
through exchange-rate stability vis-I-vis the DM and a
non accommodating monetary policy, based upon in-
creasing role of market mechanisms and budgetary con-
solidation.
Domestic financial liberalization was a necessary
(though not sufficient) condition for the effective exer-
cise of monetary policy. The wide ranging financial
reform which took place in the mid eighties was the
pre-condition for the liberalization of capital movements
and involved essentially the deregulation of markets and
the abandonment of credit selectivity and rationing.
Within the banking system, real interest rates which had
remained at artificially low levels became higher in
response to market conditions, Together with the remo-
val of market segmentation this made possible a better
allocation ofresources through a more efficient selection
of investment projects across sectors and individual en-
terprises. Ultimately, this contributed among other
things (in particular real wage moderation and an in-
crease in the capacity utilization rate) to the increase in
the rate ofreturn on physical assets.
In this market-oriented environment, monetary policy
was better able to accomplish its anti-inflationary func-
tion, via providing the correct signals and effectively
transmitting instrumcntal changes into the monetary
sphere. The basic guide of the new monetary policy was
exchange-rate stability, focusing mainly on the mainten-
ance of the bilateral parity with the DM, the anchor
currency. This contributed to a significant improvement
of nominal convergence, strengthened disinflation and
provided credibility to French monetary policy. Indeed,
a remarkable degree of stability against the DM has been
achieved since the end of 1987.
Using market oriented instruments, mainly the two offi-
cial rates (see Graph 4), monetary policy faced a number
of internal and external shocks. Those mainly reflected
exchange-rate tensions linked with either problems of
credibility and sustainability or with changes in interest
rates abroad and, more recently, with financial innova-
tion and integration. In particular, since 1987, the ex-
change-rate commitment led to a number of changes in
official interest rates. Ultimately, the readiness to with-
stand exchange rate tensions by moving interest rates
increased the credibility of the hard currency option.
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While pursuing interest-rate manaSement, the French
authorities publish a yearly target for money growth.
Although constrained by the exchange-rate commit-
ment, such targeting still serves to convey to the markets
the determination of the monetary authority. In addition,
it is useful as a starting point for a closer coordination
of monetary policies in the European Community.
Until 1989, the performance of monetary targeting was
by and large satisfactory; indeed, outturns were consist-
ently in the lower segment of the target range. In 1990,
financial innovations and an unexpected switch towards
assets not included in money aggregates upset the devel-
opment of the intermediate target variable' Combined
with the prevailing monetary conditions and with the
need for a greater mutual comPatibility of European
monetary aggregates, this prompted a reform in the de-
finitions of monetary aggregates in France and a change
of the target variable from M2 to M3,
Reserve requirements were upgraded as a tool of mon-
etary policy during the second part of the eighties and
were used on a number of occasions, mostly in combina-
tion with changes in interest rates. In principle minimum
reserve requirements constitute an implicit tax on finan-
cial institutions. Therefore, they involve the danger of
financial disintermediation or dislocation, i.e. financial
transactions take place outside the banking system or
abroad where such tax does not exist. Such uansactions
cannot be easily controlled by monetary policy. To the
extent that minimum reserve requirements are con-
sidered to be useful in the conduct of monetary policy,
the implied tax burden has to be neutralized (in Ger-
many, for example, banks have privileged access to cen-
tral bank money at below market rates via discount
facilities).
However, with such neutralization missing, the comple-
tion of financial liberalization since the beginning of
1990, together wit} financial innovetions,resulted in
large scale dislocation of savings and forced the auth-
orities to reduce the reserve ratios very substantially.
This casts more doubt on the usefulness of reserve re-
quirements as a tool of monetary policy in fully inte-
grated financial markets and points to the need for some
harmonization in the Community'
On the whole, both long and short rates, nominal and
real, have increased since 1988. They peaked at the end
of 1989, under the influence of a generalized rate in-
crease in the Community combined with unfavourable
expectations based on internal developments. Since
then, the attenuation of expectations that German unifi-
cation and the disappearance of the iron curtain would
lead to a swift demand-increase on world capital markets
inducing strongly rising interest rates, compounded with
durable installation of better inflation performance,
allowed a remarkable reduction in French rates.
The most impressive results of French anti-inflationary
policy can be seen in the drastically reduced interest rate
differentials indicating a virtual disappearance of the
relative risk-premium. Largely policy-determined short-
rate differentials between the FF and the DM, which
were as high as 5 points at the beginning of 1988 were
down to less than half a point in March 1991' Long rates,
which to a much larger extent reflect market appreci-
ation, followed a similar Path'
In addition, yield curves were flat and even inverse
shaped in recent months, pointing to a high degree of
credibility that the anti-inflationary stance of French
monetary policy has acquired. It should be noted, how-
ever, that another (not mutually exclusive) explanation
cannot be ruled out: that earlier enthusiastic exPecta-
tions about medium term growth and profitability may
have subsided somewhat.
1.3.2 Fiscal policy
The basic aims of supply-side oriented fiscal policies are
to reduce the share of public expenditure in GDP and the
saving absorbed by the public sector and to contribute to
compctitive disinllation. As tax pressure is very large in
France, reducing taxes reflects a supply-side improve-
ment by itself, crowding in investment and influencing
private sector expectations positively. This objective has
Teble l: Tlrgets rnd outturns ofmonetrry policy
- ennurl % chenge -
1986 1987 198E 1989 1990
M2 3-5 4-6 4-6 4-6 3.5-5.5
Outturn 4.4 4.2 3.9 4.3 -0.5
Sowce: Banque de Froncc
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been pursued through reductions in company tax rates
and in employment taxes, as well as through cuts in VAf
rates and in taxation of savings. Despite the cuts in the
corporate tax rate, brought down in steps from 507" in
1985 to 34?o in 1991 for reinvested profits, taxation of
corporations is still heavy and further progress is necess-
ary not least to cope with the challenge of the internal
market.
The guideline of fiscal policy is to stabilize the
debt/GDP ratio and even to reduce it if possible. Until
now, fiscal adjustment has been achieved by reductions
in public expenditure accompanied by smaller cuts in
revenue. As a result, general government expenditure
was reduced by two percentage points between 1985 and
I 990 and the defi cit declined from 2.9?o to l.2Vo of GDP
in that period. Although this allowed central government
debt to be almost stabilized, developments of social
security and local administration finances are rendering
such stabilization more difficult at general government
level. Nevertheless, by international comparison, public
debt in France is at a low level.
In 1991, fiscal policy in France remains tight, automatic
stabilizers will work only partially which will lead to a
small rise in the budget deficit as compared to the initial
forecast. It is not impossible that the l99l budget deficit
will turn out in the same order of magnitude as in 1990.
On the whole, the aim of reducing the public sector
absorption of savings is succeeding. In order to avoid an
expansionary swing of fiscal policy in France, any fur-
ther reduction of indirect taxes or social security con-
tributions should be accompanied by expenditure cuts.
1.3.3 The savlng ratlo and current eccount balance
The necessity to reduce public sector deficits partly
relates to developments in the balance of payments.
Indeed, the current account deficit, although small in
size (below l% of CDP), is persistent and increased
further in 1990. This could be perceived as a symptom
of insufficient national saving, particularly in view of
the spectacular fall in the household saving ratio during
the last decade despite significantly rising real interest
rates. The decline in the saving ratio of private house-
holds could also have been partly influenced by the
decelerating inflation, reducing the need to adjust the
stock of financial wealth. Moreover, the availability of
consumer credit together with more favourable private
sector expectations might have contributed to the mar-
ket-induced fall in the saving ratio after 1985.
Nevertheless, the question remains as to whether private
sector saving is distorted by the tax system. In this
respect, taxation of savings and undue incentives pro-
vided for residential construction might affect the finan-
cial balance of private households. Indeed, measures
taken in 1986 had a considerable impact in favour of
residential construction.
It is in this context that the government underlined its
determination to stick to a low projected budget deficit
in 1991, despite the current economic developments
which render the achievement of this target more diffi-
cult. At the same time, a number of fiscal measures have
beeu taken with a view to encouraging savings and
corporate investment.
1.3.4 The ERM constralnt: An assessment
After the excessive fiscal expansion and devaluations of
the early eighties, the main concern in the period 1983-
1987 was to restore credibility and reduce inflation. In
the subsequent period up to 1990, with low inflation and
high unemployment, the external environment favoured
the necessary growth and ERM participation was no
obstacle. Faster growth would, perhaps, have revived
inflationary pressures.
Since mid-1990, constraints have been appearing. In the
second half of that year, fears of an ongoing tightening
of monetary policy in Germany did not allow as strong
cuts in French interest rates as the authorities might have
wished. The present economic situation gives a new
dimension to the ERM. The consistent and resolute anti-
inflationary stance of French monetary policy, combined
with increasing uncertainties surrounding German mon-
etary conditions, could cause a shift in relative credi-
bility. Indeed, the inflation differential might be
inversed and it should not be excluded that interest rate
differentials might also be reversed, Such a development
would first be guided by market forces; thus room for
manoeuvre for reducing official interest rates should be
used cautiously.
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2. Micro-economic performance of the
French economy
2.1 Structural performance: an assessment at
macroeconomic level
The importance for the European economies of improv-
ing their underlying economic structures is widely rec-
ognized (viz the two-handed approach to economic
growth): structural reforms aimed at increasing the flex-
ibility of the economies expand their Potential and there-
by the capacity to create employment without upsetting
other final or intermediate targets.
By defining a structural improvement as an increase in
the capacity of an economy to simultaneously reduce
major economic imbalances, one may identify three dis-
tinct sources of improvement. Firstly, microeconomic
reforms may be aimed at changing the incentive struc-
ture of the economy, thereby directly altering the beha-
viour of agents. Secondly, the behaviour of agents may
indirectly be affected by changes in the macroeconomic
policy regime. A relevant example for France is the
switch to a hard crurency stance and tighter fiscal policy
imposing discipline upon agents. Thirdln changes in the
external environment often have significant impacts on
major economic imbalances. Thus, lower oil prices may
in the short to medium term simultaneously reduce infla-
tion and unemployment as well as improve the current
account balance. And increased world trade could in the
short term reduce the costs in terms of unemployment of
improving the current account balance, However, only
improvements of the two first categories are of a genuine
structural nature in the sense that they facilitate a durable
rise in productive capacity.
Formal tests of whether economies have improved their
underlying structure are rather difficult to carry out as
both the aggregate demand and supply schedules are
unknown. Nevertheless, a detailed inspection of the sim-
ultaneous evolution of key target variables may provide
valuable information on the performance of the econ-
omy.
Graph 7 shows that France has advanced strongly in
more recent years: the inflation-unemployment perfor-
mance improved substantially between 1984 and 1987
and unemployment decreased from 1988 onwards. Since
then the rate of unemployment has been substantially
reduced while the rate of inllation remained stable.
The decline in the inllation rate was even more pro-
nounced than in other countries. An imPortant element
behind the significant drop in the rates of inJlation dur-
ing the 1980s was a shift in macroeconomic policies
involving tighter fiscal policies and (except for the UK)
a hard currency stance based on strong ERM commit-
ments. It has long been recognized that the benefits, in
the form of a stable reduction in the rate of unemploy-
ment, of such a change in the policy regime could take
years to materialize, essentially because it is based on a
reputation for sticking to announced policies, which has
to be gained over time.
Although it is difficult to conclude which of the three
above-mentioned sources of structural change are most
important in explaining the improvements recorded dur-
ing the 1980s for the smaller ERM countries (NL, DK,
B) and the UK, it is probably fair to say that a part of
these improvements have been induced by the tight pol-
icy stance embarked upon by these countries in the early
1980s. Conversely, the somewhat poorer performance of
France in terms of employment creation could probably
be ascribed to a slower response in behaviour of agents
to the new regime and/or to the fact that France con-
verted to the new policy regime somewhat later (than
notably the Netherlands). Moreover, France seems to
have given priority to reducing inflation. Finally, it has
also to be recognized that labour supply was growing
more strongly than in the other countries.
In order to continue on the improving trend reaping the
full benefits of the new policy regime (the costs have, as
seen already, been paid) it is of Paramount importance
that policies remain tight. Moreover, lhe process could
be accelerated substantially by implementing measures
to directly improve the micro structure of the economy
e.g. to improve labour market flexibility. Credible an-
nouncements of supply-side reforms would have posi-
tive effects on private sector behaviour already in the
short term. Finally, it should be underlined that due to
the asymmetric nature of credibility, any reversal in
policies could prove extremely costly: it takes much
longer to gain credibility than it takes to lose it.
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2.2 Labotr market performance
2.2.1 lnfioduction
The level of unemployment beyond the short run de-
pends upon the efficiency in the structure of the labour
market. The most important factors which explain the
structural level of unemployment are:
. the preferences of wage setters between stable real
wages and stable employment;
. the extent of mismatch in the demand and supply for
skills;
. the extent and efficiency of job search within and
across the labour market;
. and, the extent to which institutional features in the
labour market impede or encourage the creation of
jobs and provide incentives and opportunities for the
acquisition of appropriate skills.
There are important associations between mismatch, job
search and the institutional framework of the labour
market. Institutional features are also important in deter-
mining the balance of power (and the distribution of
national income shares) across labour and product mar-
kets.
In the short-term, unemployment may vary around its
structural level as cyclical in-fluences increase or de-
crease the demand for labour. However, the rate of in-
crease in the demand for labour will eventually be
constrained by structural factors because "excessive"
demand will lead to acceleration in the rate of increase
in prices.
Moreover to the extent that France is integrating into the
European economy, in particular as regards goods and
financial markets, the labour market performance of an
economy has to be assessed increasingly in a European
context i.e. relative to the partner countries. Therefore,
as labour mobility remains limited, the national (re-
gional) labour markets have to take into consideration
external factors,
2.2.2 Growth performance and employment
Until the mid-1980s, weak performance of actual as well
as potential output appears to be one main factor behind
low job creation. Investment in manufacturing fell
sharply in 1981 and 1982 to a level insufficient ro main-
tain the current level of potential production of the sec-
tor; although manufacturing investment rose again as
from 1984, potential output did not recover to the 1980
level before 1988.
However, since 1988, output growth has accelerated
substantially. Employment grew at above l4o per lear,
but as labour supply also grew substantially the unem-
ployment rate only declined slightly.
For the 1980s as a whole, the growth in potential outpur
has been insufficient to absorb the extra supply of labour
mainly stemming from an increase in the population of
working age. A crucial issue is whether the labour market
itself has been an obstacle to more rapid growth.
Since 1986, the growth of labour productivity has im-
proved not only because of cyclical factors but also due
to a better allocation of production factors. Although
productivity cannot be considered a priority target of
economic policy, in the context of overall macroecon-
omic achievement a high rate of productivity growth was
welcome in many respects:
. it led to rising profit margins necessary to sustain a
favourable investment climate;
. nominal wage moderation and restoring a higher rate
of return were achievable without reducing real wages;
. and it rendered feasible the move towards the hard
currency option without impeding competitiveness
and thus export growth.
Real and financial integration of the French economy
into the Community will be further facilitated by a fa-
vourable overall supply performance within the Euro-
pean internal market. Therefore, real wage growth
should be consistent with further improving profit mar-
gins, i.e. real wage growth has to be below labour pro-
ductivity growth.
2.2.3 Wage formatlon, nominal stability and
employment
The 1980s marked a radical change in the formation of
wages triggered by the temporary wage and price freeze
in 1982 and since 1983 by wage serrlements in the public
sector based on the forecast inllation rate. Nominal wage
moderation was a principal condition for reducing the
short term output costs of disinflation. Real wage moder-
ation was the principal condition for restoring a satisfac-
tory level of profitability.
Teble 2: Lrbour mrrket lndlcrtors ln Frrnce
% growth rrte . ennuel lyerage
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Labour force
RedGDP
Labourproduc-
tivity
Employrrnt
Unerrployment
rate (in %)
1.0 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.7 0.7
4.4 3.1 1.6 3.3 2.3 4_2 3.9 2.8
3.6 2.7 1.9 2.5 2.0 3.5 2.7 1.6
0.8 0.4 -0.3 0.8 0.3 0.7 1.2 t.2
2.7 5.1 8.7 9.8 10.4 9.9 9.4 9.0
Sourcc: INSEE, uwmployncnt rates from Euroslat
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In the early 1980s, the appearance of market-determined
real interest rates led to a considerable squeeze in profit
margins which proved to be a significant constraint on
investment. Thus, domestic liberalization led to redis-
tribution of income in favour of financial assets, mostly
held by private households, to the short term detriment
of debtors, the enterprise sector and the state. As real
wages rose further in the early 1980s, they did not con-
tribute to the necessary adjustment of real unit labour
costs which, in addition, had risen because of the second
oil price shock.
During the mid-1980s real wages stagnated and real unit
labour costs declined by around l09o over the period
1983-88. Therefore, the terms of trade gain of the oil
price drop in 1986 and a large part of the productivity
gains led to rising profit margins. However, since 1989,
real wage growth has accelerated and real unit labour
costs did not decline further.
Nominal wage moderation was a key factor in achieving
a high degree of price stability without major frictions
on the real side of the economy. Empirical evidence
suggests that during the mid-8os nominal wage index-
ation to past inflation rates loosened considerably, not
least due to the move to the hard currency option and its
growing credibility (Graph 9). It proved very important
that wage earners were not frustrated by higher measured
inflation rates as compared to the gradually reduced
target rates of the Government, making a major contribu-
tion to nominal wage moderation. All in all, the ex-ante
target rates became more and more credible, helped, at
times, by positive external shocks e.g. the oil price drop
in 1986.
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In the context of European integration (and in the run up
to EMU) external factors in domestic wage settlements
have to play a greater role. Both sides ofindustry should
be aware that too high wage settlements not only
threaten competitiveness but also the attractiveness of
France as a place for investment and thus for job cre-
ation. As France has still not achieved a satisfactory
level of employment, a positive climate for investment
has to be maintained. In order to attain a higher growth
path of potential output, real wages in France may have
to adjust further.
On the French labour market the statutory minimum
wage (SMIC) is a key institutional characteristic. From
a.purely economic point of view, a minimum wage level
which is inconsistent with the level of productivity of
low-skilled workers impedes employment and aggra-
vates structural unemployment. The minimum wage
level has increased relative to the average wage level,
particularly after the oil price shocks when the SMIC
increased by l07o relative to the average wage level.
Although the minimum wage level is not always binding
in reality, an increasing number of wage earners are paid
under this regime. Therefore, the wage structure might
have become too compressed and too inflexible to absorb
low-skilled workers. Moreover, the SMIC impedes re-
gional labour mobility as it is not regionally differen-
tiated. Regional labour mobility is also affected by levies
put on sales of houses.
(3)
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2.2.4 Labour market flexlbillty and pollcles
In France the environment for a flexible employment
policy has improved over recent years. The number of
people on temporary contracts has increased. Also public
enterprises increasingly behave in a market economic
framework and employment in them is to a much lesser
extent determined by political considerations. Neverthe-
less, important impediments to dismissal are still in
fo.'ce, particularly in the area of social plans and retrain-
ing programmes.
Labour market policies should aim at reducing labour
market rigidities which appear at present to prevent I
satisfactory degree of real and nominal wage flexibility,
a sensible degree of employment flexibility and estab-
lishing a satisfactory use of the capital stock. Moreover,
Iabour market policies can play a crucial role in reducing
long-term unemployment.
As regards the use of the capital stock, France should
aim at longer running times thus reducing the problem
of capital shortage and increasing the productivity of
capital. Running more shifts, introducing a 7-day work-
ing week and a smoother organization of the highly
concentrated holiday period could possibly create a sig-
nificant number of new jobs. Shortening of working time
should be cost neutral and it should be combined with a
more flexible use of the capital stock. Part-time working
should also be developed in services, which might be
particularly beneficial to the reduction of female unem-
ployment.
The re-integration of unemployed people in France may
crucially depend upon the significance of the in-
sider/outsider con-flict. The insider/outsider confl ict sug-
gests that any level of unemployment may be
self-perpetuating, because insiders always set wages so
as to protect their jobs, but only their own jobs. If, for
some reason, unemployment is temporarily raised so that
laid-off workers lose their insider status, the new, smal-
Ier group of insiders then sets the wage so as to maintain
permanently the lower level of employment. In the ex-
treme case where the unemployed lose their insider
status immediately, employment and unemployment will
show no tendency to return to their previous level, and
the unemployment rate will display hysteresis, i.e. the
curent unemployment rate simply becomes the equili-
brium rate. In less extreme circumstances, where the
unemployed do not lose their insider status immediately,
unemployment displays significant persistence and may
take a long time to return to its previous equilibriuml.
The negative externalities of too high wage settlements
in the fonn of higher unemployment ar€ to some extent
felt by those in employment via higher social security
taxes. However, often this vital link between pay rises
and the costs of running the unemployment benefit
scheme is blurred by intermediate government interven-
tion. Government intervention to compensate the effects
of too high wage settlements on unit labour costs, e.g.
by reducing social security contributions, might thus
prove counterproductive in the medium term. Although
difficult to achiev€, a more transparent link may better
serve to internalize the externalities for outsiders which
the wage setting of insiders involves.
Unemployment benefits in France appear to be fairly
generous as regards availability, duration and level.
There is, therefore, a relatively strong incentive to pro-
long the search period for employment and a high risk
that workers meanwhile lose important working abil-
ities. Combined with the negative effects of an elitist
education system, where too many youngsters leave
without adequate professional skills, this probably con-
stitutes an important disadvantage to acquiring employ-
ment.
Active labour market progranrmes have to be devoted to
improving the vocational training of young people, in-
creasing the professional flexibility of unemployed
people and reducing the insider-outsider problem by
keeping unemployed people close to the labour market.
All in all, France spends fairly little on such pro-
grammes. Other countries' experience (the Scandinavian
countries but also Germany and the Benelux countries)
has shown that such programmes, if efficiently intro-
duced, can have a positive labour-market effect.
Finally, as regards the education system, the transition
from school to professional work is a crucial issue. This
primarily concerns technical skills which seem to be
underdeveloped relative to general academic skills. The
transition from school to professional life is very abrupt
and the apprenticeship is poorly developed. It is only
recently that large enterprises are beginning to partici-
pate increasingly in post school professional education
schemes.
Although this story is compelling there may be some scepticism about the speed at which unemployed wokers become
outsiders, but also the hypothesis may be questioned because insiders are assumed to be concerned only with their
employment prospects: if insiders also care about their real wages, they should balance their employment target against their
wage aspiratioms. In such a case, a number of other possible factors can affect the persistence of unemployment: slow
adjustrnent in firms' hiring and firing decisions, persistence of wage aspirations of insiders, lhe tastes of wage seters for
wages relative to €rnployment, and the elasticity of labour demand: the membership dynamics explanation of rmemployment
persistence is simply a special case.
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2.3 The enterprise sector
2.3.1 Assessment of the financlal sltuatlon of the
French enterprlse sector
The French enterprise sector has experienced a signifi-
cant change in its financial performance over the last
decade. The improvement in the financial situation is of
a qualitative nature rather than being only a quantitative
change. Indeed, leaving aside possible measuremenl er-
rors, profitability including financial gains from debt
depreciationl is not much above the level experienced in
the late 1970s. However, the importance of the main
sources of profit has changed substantially.
ln the late 1970s, profitability was largely driven by low
- at times even negative - real interest rates and a high
level of enterprise debt.
In the early 1980s, real interest rates in France were low
for three reasons:
. first, financial markets had been relatively inefficient
because of administered interest rates. Quantitative
credit rationing and foreign exchange capital controls,
which sheltered the domestic market from interna-
tional capital markets, prevented interest rates from
being market determined;
. second, inflation had remained high for several years
after the second oil price shock;
. third, the effect of inflation had not been fully grasped
by savers so that some money illusion might have
persisted.
Therefore, the profits of highly indebted firms were
related largely to low (negative) real interest rates and
the implied financial depreciation on their financial
debt. While profitability (rate of return on equity)
(Graph l0) taking into account financial debt deprecia-
tion was around 8% in 1980, it was only 17o disregarding
financial debt depreciation.
Combined with the impact of controls on bank lending
(credit rationing) and the segmentation of credit mar-
kets, this led to an inefficient allocation of capital
(across sectors and between enterprises) which could
partly explain the low level of competitiveness ofFrench
companies. The principal factor influencing investment
was availability of credit rather than the return on real
assets; negative real interest rates and credit controls led
to unsatisfied demand for financial resources.
Starting in 1982, real interest rates became positive and
the costs of servicing the debt increased considerably.
The rate of return on physical assets, however, did not
rise in parallel. Consequently, highly indebted enter-
prises were now confronted by a substantial profit
squeeze. During the subsequent adjustment period, re-
ducing the level of indebtedness, achieving a higher ratio
of self-financing of investment and improving enterprise
savings by establishing higher profit margins on sales
were necessary for enterprises to survive.
Indeed, during the adjustment period until 1986, French
enterprises gradually improved their financial position.
The self-financing ratio reached 9O{o of. gross invest-
ment in 1986 compared to only 58Vo in 1980; enterprise
saving steadily increased to 77o of GDP in 1989 com-
pared to 4.8Vo in 1980 and the net debt ratio decreased
to54% (itwas about707o inthesecondhalf of the 1970).
2.3.2 Capltal formatlon ln a market-determined
envlronment slnce 19E6
In the mid-1980s, a structuial break took place in the
environment in which the enterprise sector operated. In
the early 1980s, profitability of the real capital stock was
nearly guaranteed by low (negative) real interest rates
and investment was mainly influenced by credit ration-
ing and demand expectations. During the mid-1980s, the
enterprise sector went through an important liquidity
constraint. Since 1986 profitability has increased but in
an environment of positive real interest rates. Although
the empirical evidence is still vague, it seems that the
standard determinants of investment (demand exPecta-
tions, rate of return, Tobin's q) have become more signi-
ficant explanatory factors for investment during the
1980s.
This rcturn on equity capital is obtained by reducing the net interest payments by the amount of net debt depreciation due to
inllation.
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Since 1986, on this improved basis, investment picked
up considerably. Even more promising, despite histori-
cally high real interest rates, the profitability rate was on
a rising trend until 1989 (Graph I l). The combination of
strong investment and high real interest rates suggests
that the expected real rate of return on physical capital
is even higher i.e. the real rate of return is competitive
with high real interest rates on the financial markets. All
in all, France provides a good example, as was also the
case for some other countries, of the way in which an
appropriate level of real interest rates can contribute to
improving the allocation of the factors of production and
achieving better competitiveness in the medium term.
The liberalization of extemal capital movements adds an
international dimension. Under conditions of increasing
stability of exchange rates the ERM countries are com-
peting on the basis of their respective supply performan-
ces. While capital mobility suggests that investment and
thus job creation takes place in the country (region) with
the highest expected real rate of return, labour is much
less mobile across countries. Therefore, in order to en-
sure a sufficiently high rate ofjob creation, capital for-
mation has to be attractive at home.
In this respect, France is experiencing a significant gap
between direct investment abroad and foreign direct
investment at home. Although foreign direct investment
flows are welcome in an integrating European economy,
the large growth in French direct investment abroad
since 1986 has to be compared with the much less pro-
nounced increase of foreign investment in France (see
Graph 12). In 1990, French direct investment abroad was
around 150 bn FF (more than 2O?o of domestic invest-
ment) while foreign direct investment in France only
reached some 50 bn FF (less than lo4o of domestic
investment). These figures do not take into account the
flow of retained earnings reinvested in the host country
and, therefore, could underestimate the inflow offoreign
direct investment into France.
The growing imbalance in foreign direct investment is
probably largely due to a rapid increase of external
capital of the French enterprises which has been re-
stricted for a long time (exchange controls, the large
appreciation of the dollar between 1980 and 1985).
It would be possible that this imbalance is also due to a
lack of foreign investments in France, despite the very
favourable macroeconomic environment. The "micro-
economic" credibility would thus still be insufficient (in
particular the image of "protectionism" which is at-
tached by some foreign investors to France despite the
deregulation achieved). Moreover, the constraint on the
capital structure of public enterprises has probably
prevented foreign enterprises from increasing their ac-
quisitions in France.
Further improvement in the supply-side performance
should contribute to the acceleration of foreign direct
investment in France thus improving possibilities of job
creation and reducing the level of structural unemploy-
ment,
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2.3.3 Investment and the role of the publlc sector
Discussion of the determinants of investment in France
should extend to the role played by the public sector in
economic activity. For more than l0 years (1974-86),
investment by the "Grandes Entreprises Nationales"
(GEN), which comprise firms benefiting from a monop-
olistic position in sectors considered to be of national
interest, accounted for between 2O9o and 3O7o of the
capital formation of all companies. The increase in their
productive capital occurred when their management im-
peratives were sometimes incompatible with their use as
instruments of economic policy. After improving be-
tween 1982 and 1985, the return on their assets is now
stagnant or falling, with the profitability gap between
them and other companies widening (from less than one
percentage point in 1985 to more than five percentage
points in 1989). That said, social considerations have
affected these results, the charges for the services sup-
plied by the national enterprises being set by the public
authorities.
On the contrary, the enterprises in the competitive public
sector, the managerial independence of which has fre-
quently been proclaimed by the supervising authorities
and has been strongly improved throughout the most
recent years, have grown substantially. This sector's
share of the French productive system increased enor-
mously as a result of the l98l and 1982 nationalizations.
In industry alone (excluding energy), the statecontrolled
enterprises virtually tripled in size compared with the
sector as a whole, with their workforces rising from 57o
to 16% of the total, their value added from 7Vo to 179o,
their exports from lo?o to 271o and their investment from
12% to 229o.
Despite the 1986-88 privatizations, the size of the public
industrial sector is still well above that before the nation-
alizations. Investment in this sector still accounts for a
high proportion of enterprise sector capital formation
also because state-owned enterprises tend to be in high
capital intensive industrial branches.
The fact of being state-owned does not apPear to have
affected the criteria by which these enterprises are man-
aged, even though some decisions necessitated by mar-
ket developments have been deferred because of the
rules governing them, particularly in the employment
field. For example, some public enterprises postponed
the adjustment of employees in times of a cyclical down-
turn and during phases of structural difficulties (Renault
in the early 80s).
Nevertheless, the legal obligation on the State to retain
the majority of the capital of the large nationalized
groups may have affected their development and, conse-
quently, the competitiveness of the French economy. The
system by which they have increased their equity capital,
which is a product not of market logic but of central
government budgetary choices, is likely to have affected
their investment decisions. Recent measures to allow
private capital to be invested in formerly public owned
enterprises are therefore a welcome step to strengthen
private entrepreneurship in these enterprises.
2.4 Financial markets
2.4.1 Introductlon
The dominant feature of the financial markets in France
during the second half of the 1980s was the extensive
financial liberalization and reforms which radically
transformed the financial environment. The abolition of
the regime of credit ceilings (encadrement du cr6dit), the
deregulation of interest rates and the relaxation and
finally abolition on l. l. 1990 - of exchange controls were
the main ingredients of the financial liberalisation pro-
granrme.
The parallel progress of European integration, especially
in the financial and monetary fields, added a dynamic
element and a broader perspective to the process of
fi nancial liberalisation.
The deregulation measures were combined with the in-
troduction of an array of reforms and innovations con-
cerning credit, money and capital markets. The adoption
of the 1 984 Banking Act, the reform of the money market
and the creation of a futures market (MATIDI are among
the most important initiatives.
2.4.2 Macroeconomlc aspects of flnancial
liberalization
The macroeconomic policy framework, of which the
principal element has been the commitment to the EMS
and to a policy of sound money, created a favourable
background for the implementation of the financial lib-
eralization programrne. This framework affected market
expectations positively and limited the risk of excessive
movements of interest rates and exchanSe rates, common
phenomena in a period of accelerated financial liberali-
sation.
The abolition of credit and exchange controls radically
changed the design and implementation of monetary
policy: in the new environment interest rates became the
natural transmission mechanism of monetary policy. The
creation of a new interbank market and the availability
of a range of financial instruments provided the necess-
ary mechanisms for intervention by the central bank. No
evidence exists, up to now, of any disruption of the basic
fi nanci al relationships following the extensive financial
liberalization.
Mrclf i Terme d'Instruments Financiers.
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The abolition of the restrictions on the movement of
capital, a basic component of the liberalization pro-
gramme, did not have any adverse effect on the balance
of payments or the exchange rate. Despite the substantial
growth of gross capital flows their movement was in
both directions, with largely offsetting effects on the
balance of payments, The sharp rise in capital flows
combined with a quasi-equilibrium in the current ac-
count underlined the autonomous character ofthe capital
mc.vements and the dissociation of the developments of
the current and capital accounts of the balance of pay-
ments following the financial liberalization and the free
mobility of capital.
2.4.3 Impact on financial markets and institutions
The most visible effects of the reforms on the financial
sector have been an intensified competition among in-
stitutions and markets and the access of firms, house-
holds and public entities to a much broader range of
financial instruments for borrowing, investment or risk-
covering purposes.
Concrete evidence of the success of the reforms is given
by the growth of the activity of the new markets. The
value of outstanding securities in the money market
reached FF | 237 billion in 1989, from FF 395 billion in
1985, mainly through newly introduced instruments
such as banks'certilicates of deposit and companies'
commercial paper. Interest rate deregulation and the
need to cover risk from increased interest rate volatility
were at the origin of the creation of the futures exchange,
the MATIF, and also explain its immediate success and
the market's remarkable growth.
The phenomenon of dis-intermediation, by which direct
financing through newly-created financial markets and
instruments replaces traditional bank credits, forced
banks to adjust their strategies and innovative capability
in view of the loss of market share. This change is
reflected in the increased proportion of commissions and
fees in the total income of banks at the expense of income
from traditional financial intermedi ation business.
One of the most important developments in the new
financial environment has been the sharp rise in the
proportion of bank credits advanced at market-deter-
mined rates. It is estimated that in 1989 657o of new bank
credits were market-determined compared to only l7o in
1985. There was also a considerable increase in the share
of banks' resources remunerated at market-determined
rates.
Two important restrictions concerning credit markets
remain.
Firstly, there is the regime of regulated and tax-exempt
deposits with savings banks and, correspondingly, the
subsidised credits to secrors and activities ofhigh social
or economic priority. This is an area where reform seems
necessary both for reasons of transparency and effi-
ciency as well as for reasons of compatibility of these
arrangements with Community rules aftet 1992. Never-
theless, the higher market yield of competing financial
assets, such as monetary SICAV and recently the P.E.P.
(Plan d'Epargne Populaire) are reducing the outstanding
amount of this liquid and tax-exempt saving.
Secondly, there is the prohibition on banks paying inter-
est on sight deposits. In addition the cost of payments
services they provide are usually not charged. This regu-
lation leads to phenomena of cross-subsidisation ofnon-
profitable by profitable bank services thus contributing
to high intermediation costs and in general to a lack of
transparency regarding the cost structure of bank ser-
vices. Moreover, the expected concentration of foreign
competition on the most profitable market segments -
especially in the post '92 environment of unrestricted
provision of financial services - would render unsustain-
able this cross-subsidisation practice. A review of these
arrangements, therefore, appears necessary.
2.4.4 Flnanclal behaviour of corporate and
household sectors
The abolition of domestic and external financial restric-
tions has considerably affected the economic and finan-
cial behaviour of the corporate sector. The rise in real
interest rates forced enterprises to consolidate their debt
level and to rely more on internally-generated funds
(improved company profitabiliry helped this) and rhus to
improve their financial position . This change in com-
panies'financial behaviour was also rendered necessary
given their excessive reliance on bank borrowing during
the period of low real interest rates and the heavy finan-
cial burden this implied when these rates rose substan-
tially following financial deregulation.
Although demand for bank credit resumed strongly after
a period of financial consolidation, companies now make
increasing use of alternative sources offinance, notably
the equity and money markers. In 1990, they raised
FF 228 bn of equity capital compared ro F.F 51 bn in
1984. In the same year, the outstanding amount of com-
mercial paper on the money market reached FF 159 bn,
compared to FF 3.3 bn in 1985 when this financial in-
strument was first introduced,
The availability of attractive alrernatives to bank de-
posits as a result of financial innovation has led to a
change in the investment behaviour of households. Be-
tween 1980 and 1989 theirholdings ofsecurities (shares
and bonds) more than doubled reaching 487o of their
financial assets (up from 23.7Vo in 1980), whereas the
importance of deposits fell to 377o from 6OVo h 1980.
Recent initiatives aimed at favouring long-term saving
such as the PEP (popular saving plan) have managed to
mobilize considerable amounts and contributed to a re-
covery in long-term financial savings.
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2.4.5 The llnanclal sector and the unlfled European
market
The rapid adjustment of the financial system and the
performance of the financial markets and institutions
under the competitive conditions following the financial
reforms give a measure of the financial sector's consid-
erable potential for an active international presence.
The evidence up to now is that Paris has strengthened its
position in the international diviiion oflabour in this fast
moving and competitive area and ranks second, after
London, in Europe. Key financial markets attained the
"critical mass" required for the establishment of an in-
ternational marketplace: MATIF ranks third worldwide
with regard to interest rate futures while activity of
French collective investrnent funds, the SICAVs, ac-
count for more than half of the overall European market'
The strong points of the Paris stock exchange are the new
regulatory and supervisory framework, a modernised
infrastructure and an efficient settlements system.
The comparative advantage of French banks seems to lie
in their solid domestic base with an extensive network
of branches as well as their strong international
presence, second only to the USA and UK as far as the
number of branches rnd offices abroad is concerned.
This international presence was strengthened recentln
as shown by the sharp rise of foreign direct investment
abroad by French banks: ECU 3.1 billion in 1988 com-
pared to FF 1.2 billion in 1986. This considerable growth
was probably motivated by industrial strategy consider-
ations in view of the completion of the single market.
Among the relatively weak points of French banks, com-
pared to the most efficient competitors, can be cited their
high operating costs - despite the progress achieved in
recent years -, the high intermediation costs already
mentioned above and low profitability.
An important point in view of the single market is the
capital adequacy requirement for credit institutions fol-
lowing Community directives and international accords
(Basle). The major French banks, according to existing
indications, have reached or are close to attaining the
required ratios. Nevertheless a European and interna-
tional strategy requires, among other things, a strong
capital base. Therefore the need to raise new equity
capital appears certain for those banks with ambitions of
an active international presence. In this perspective
state-owned banks may face difficulties in strengthening
their capital base given the limited scope for a capital
injection from the State budget.
2.5 France: Taxation and European fiscal
harmonisation
2.5.1 Introductlon
As the process of European integration continues to-
wards EMU the issue of taxation will increasingly come
into focus. From a macro-economic point of view the
share of public expenditures financed by explicit taxes
is important for the stability of the monetary union as
both monetary financing and excessive accumulation of
public debt must be ruled out. On the micro level, tax
incentives are important for at least two reasons. Firstly,
mobile production factors will be responsive to different
tax treatment. Secondly, because EMU will alleviate the
current account constraint, tax rules that distort invest-
ment and saving decisions may have pronounced and
persistent effects on the current account balance.
Measured as the sum of direct taxes, indirect taxes and
social security contributions, overall tax pressure has
decreased slightly in France since 1987, but remains
significantly higher than at the beginning of the decade-
It is also higher than in most other Community countries
(only exceeded by Denmark and the Netherlands) (see
Graph l3). Nevertheless, international comparisons de-
pend upon the very different financing system of the
social fabric.
It is widely recognised that high tax Pressure leads to
negative supply effects by distorting the allocation of
factors (which, of course, has to be set against the value
of the public expenditures they finance). For a number
of reasons, however, the (explicit) tax pressure gives a
biased indication of tax distortions. Firstly, the micro-in-
centives of taxes differ according to the specific way
they are levied. Secondly, expenditures not financed by
explicit taxes also give rise to distortions. Excessive
monetary financing of public deficit, by generating in-
flation has a number of well-known serious consequen-
ces for the economy and bond-financing merely serves
to postpone the negative consequences of higher taxes -
eventually all expenditures have to be financed by taxes.
[n consequence, tax pressure should also be assessed
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against the background of the current budget deficit. In
this respect, France stands out as having one of the best
budgetary situations in the Community i.e. the fact that
France has a high explicit tax burden does not have a
counterpart in much higher expenditures than in most
other Community countries.
2.5.2 Company taxation
Since the degree of capital mobility is far higher than the
mobility of labour in the integrating European economy,
the level of company taxation is crucial to competitive
performance. In France corporations are heavily taxed if
account is taken of the whole tax burden. In 1989, the
overall average tax burden (without social security con-
tributions and net ofsubsidies) was l0% ofvalue added
compared to around 67o in Germany.
The high rate of social contributions may affect not only
the operating results of enterprises, but also the dispos-
able income and spending behaviour of households.
Until now, it seems that the wage level has compensated
for the high level of social security contribution, thus
reducing the effect on unit labour costs. However, the
non-progressive rates of social contributions and their
ceiling system, still existing for pension contributions,
penalise low salary earners. The institution of the Coti-
sation Sociale G6n6ralis6e aims to correct this distortion
and represents the first step towards a global revision of
the financing of the social security system by a widening
of the basis of social contributions to capital and non-sa-
lary incomes.
2.5.3 Taxatlon of savlngs
The Law ofFinance of 1989 has substantially revised the
taxation of saving in order to make the system consistent
with liberalized capital flows and to reduce the tax-in-
duced distortions between financial assets. These new
measures have been taken not only to avoid the danger
of French saving outflow to abroad, but also to adapt
taxation to the new financial products stemming from
capital market deregulation.
Previous tax rules have led to financial market segmen-
tation which was inconsistent with an optimal allocation
of financial resources. Therefore, the most recent taxa-
tion is aiming at the equalization of tax pressure on
financial assets. [n fact, the income of a large part of
French financial saving is not taxed at l8.l% (including
3.l%o for social security).
Financial deregulations have led to a progressive de-
crease in the outstanding amount of savings-bank books
(whose interest income is low because it is administered
but tax-exempt) at the advantage of competing financial
assets, with the same degree of liquidity, but with a
higher market yield. The success of monetary SICAV is
the proof of this new allocation process by market rules.
Nevertheless, the size of the outstanding savings-bank
deposits still remains high, despite this recent dryind-
ling, and the taxation of distributed profits to stoek-hol-
ders is higher than taxation of interest income on bonds
despite the tax credit on dividends. However, this fiscal
handicap on share income has been strongly reduced
thanks to a tax rate on capital gains equal to that on
interest income (l8,lEo). This measure has led to the
development of the "SICAV de capitalisation", which are
allowed to transform the distributed dividends on the
shares in their portfolio into capital gains.
To facilitate the financing of investment by long-term
financial resources, French authorities have created a
new tax-exempt asset, le P.E.P. (Plan d'Epargne Popu-
laire), which allows savers to earn a tax-exempt market
interest rate against a long term financial engagement.
All in all, these fiscal measures are aiming at the devel-
opment of financial saving and at its more efficient
allocation. Nevertheless, some tax induced distortions
and rigidities still remain: they should be reduced in
order to allow an efficient financing of productive in-
vestment.
2.5.4 Dlrect taxatlon
Direct taxation of household income was only just over
4Vo of GDP in 1990. It is an annual tax charged on the
total net income of individual households. The pro-
gressive tax structure takes account of the dependants in
the household (e.g. number of children) and applies to
all the various types of income net of deductions, allow-
ances and charges. Income tax revenues grew sharply for
25 years, but slowed down markedly as a result of the
series of reliefs introduced in 1985, which brought the
top rate of tax down from 65Vo to 56.8% and extended
the system of graduated relief. The effect has been to
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take some two million people out of tax altogether, and
to reduce the amount of tax paid for a further two million.
In comparison with the other European countries, in-
come tax is of limited importance within the French tax
system, This can be explained, firstly, by the low rates
charged in the first income brackets (the lowest rate is
596 compared with 25% in the United Kingdom) and
second by the narrowness of the tax base. Taking into
account allowances and various deductions, the low
rates charged in the first income brackets, the system of
graduated relief and the exemption from paying small
amounts of tax, the tax base is so narrow that many
taxpayers do not reach the minimum taxation threshold
(48% of French households are tax-exempted).
Because of the high progressivity of the tax tarrif in the
very high income groups, only high income earners ac-
tually contribute efficiently to tax receipt. In 1986, l%
of households declaring the highest incomes paid 21Vo
of tax and lOVo of. households paid 64Vo of tax. The tax
++
rules in force therefore favour low and middle-income
taxpayers. Howcver, these conclusions would be quali-
fied if the amount of social security contributions paid
was added to income tax.
2.5.5 Indirect taxes
Value added tax (net of VAT receipts transferred to the
EC budget) represented'l .4% of GDP in 1990, more than
one percentage point less than in 1980. The VAT system
has been strongly modified as the number of rates has
been reduced from 7 to3 (5.5%,18.6Vo,227o).Moreover,
the French authorities have on several occasions lowered
the upper rate, bringing it closer to the normal rate. As
the other excise duties are on average slightly below the
level of other countries, indirect taxation does not re-
quire significant further adjustment in view of the inter-
nal market.
1t Enterprise pcrformance
PART II
THE PROCESS OF FACTOR
ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE AND
ALLOCATION:
THE LABOUR MARKET
3. Enterprise performance
3.1 The financial situation and investment
behaviour
Since 1983, the French economy has improved its supply
performance and at the same time a higher degree of
nominal stability has been achieved. Economic policies
have aimed at reducing inflation, budget consolidation
and stability of the French franc in the ERM, Neverthe-
less, two main problems remain: the lack of competitive-
ness of French industry and, especially, the still high
level of unemployment, in spite of the improvement in
employment in the last years.
The investment performance of the French economy has
been strongly influenced by the development in profita-
bility. The level of enterprise debt and the development
of real interest rates have played a crucial role. Table 3
clearly indicates that the financial constraints which
faced enterprises during the mid-1980s reduced capital
formation. The financial constraint was due to the high
level of enterprise debt, increasing real interest rates on
financial markets which together reduced the rate of
return on equity (own) capital.
Table 3 shows that the rate of return in the late 1980s is
not significantly higher than in the early 1980s. How-
ever, the structure of retums has changed significantly.
In the early 1980s, profits were rirainly due to negative
real interest rates on financial markets reducing the cost
of credit-financed investment. Therefore, a large degree
of externally financed investment was attractive to en-
terprises. Given the regulated financial markets, availa-
bility of credit was the main constraint on investment.
At that time, the underlying or economic profitability of
an investment project appears not to have been the pri-
mary selection criterion. Therefore, the allocation of
capital failed to create an efficient prdductive system at
international level as it prevented the selection of the
most profitable investment projects between companies.
In the mid-1980s the rate of return on equityl declined
because of rapidly rising interest payments. Graph 15
shows that larger interest payments were the major factor
behind the decline in the rate of return on equity capital.
This negative contribution was due to the combined
effect of a high enterprise indebtedness and the emer-
gence of high positive real interest rates.
From 1986, the rate ofreturn on equity capital began to
improve. In addition, the fall in real unit labour costs due
to both nominal wage moderation and stronger growth
in labour productivity improved the profitability of in-
vestment. Therefore, while in the early 1980s profits
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mainly arose from the distorted financial system, profits
of the French enterprise sector now operating in a market
economic frame are due to their genuine entrepreneurial
activities, Moreover, the decrease in net debt ratio has
reduced the effect of increasing interest rates on the
profi tability of enterprises.
3.2 Financing investment: the move to greater
self-financing
Financing of investment is important in two respects. At
the macroeconomic level, a high ratio of external financ-
ing increases the financial deficit of the enterprise sec-
tor. To the extent that this is not compensated by higher
domestic saving elsewhere, the counterpart would be a
current account deficit. On the micro level, high external
financing increases the short-term dependence of enter-
prise profitability on debt interest charges i.e. on the
interest rate on the financial market.
Graph 16 shows the significant change in the financing
of investment. Since 1985, the self-financing ratio has
been around 90% despite the fact that investment picked
up significantly. This compares with a very low self-fin-
ancing ratio in the early 1980s of around 504o. The
financial deficit of enterprises thus declined significant-
ly to only l7o of GDP in the period 1986-88 compared
to 37o of GDP in the early 80s. This reduced the depend-
ence of the current account balance from investment
expenditures.
The marked improvement in self-financing after 1982
was accompanied by a fairly weak investment Perfor-
mance over the period 1983-86. This indicates that com-
panies have given priority to reducing recourse to
extemal financing in order to stabilize their debt level
which has been accumulated during a period of low
interest rates,
3.3 Determinants of investment
The upheaval in the economic and financial environment
was bound to bring about a radical change in companies'
approach to capital accumulation from the beginning of
the 1980s. It can be assumed that during the previous
decade the traditional determinants of investment (the
uends of anticipated demand and expectedprofits) failed
to play their normal role because of the distortions
caused by inflation to project evaluation criteria (nega-
tive real financing cost). Disinllation and market deter-
mined interest rates, by contrast, were bound to restore
a situation in which prime importance was attached to a
company's economic profitability.
Indeed, estimates of stylized investment functions (ac-
celerator effect, Keynesian investment function and
Tobin's q approach) suggest that investment is now fol-
lowing market economic behaviour more closely:
. in the period 19'79 to 1985, the accelerator effect seems
to have had a low impact on investment. The marked
upturn in capital accumulation in 1985 is also not
explained by such an approach. Thereafter, the im-
proving rate of return overestimates the rise in invest-
ment. This result stems from the aim of enterPrises to
reduce their debt to the detriment of investment;
. instead, in the period 1980 to 1983 a period of high
inllation and, therefore, appreciable financial debt de-
preciation the rate of return "distorted" by financial
debt appreciation provides a better explanation of the
capital accumulation.
These accelerator and pure profitability models do not
include a definition of anticipated profitability as Per-
ceived by the markets. The Tobin ratio, which is equal
to the firm's market value defined as the value of shares
and debts divided by the capital stock at replacement
cost provides information on the anticiPated profits
which determine the firm's market value (share prices).
A High value of this ratio is a sign of good expected
profitability and should thus be an incentive to invest.
The effectiveness of this ratio in predicting investment
flows depends on the financial market's efficiency in
absorbing all the information relating to the firm's
profits, including expectations regarding changes to the
tax system. This ratio implicitly incorporates the uncer-
tainty perceived through the financial markets.
The following graph, which compares "Tobin's q" and
the capital accumulation of French companies, shows
that the pick-up in investment since 1986 was related to
a rapid increase of expected profitability of enterprises
which is proxied by the strong increase of share prices
relative to prices for new investment.
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3.4 Pubtic enterprises and investment
The existence of a large public anterprise sector in
France calls for some qualification of our conclusions,
as the profit motive might not be the prime objective of
their management.
The public sector can be divided into two entities which
differ significantly in a number of respects:
. the national enterprises (Grandes Entreprises Nation-
ales or G.E.N.), which enjoy monopolistic positions in
the basic sectors of the economy and which are directly
dependent on the State. The national enterprises are
concentrated in three key sectors: energy (Charbon-
nages de France, EDF, GDD, public transport (SNCF,
RAIB AirFrance, Airlnter) and postal and telecom-
munications services (PTT);
. the remainder of the public sector (the competitive
public sector), which is difficult to define, particularly
because of the "cascadetype" pattern of ownership.
These dnterprises, which generally operate in a com-
petitive market, have been less dependent on State
regulation. Although, owing to theirpublic status, they
have not had access at the same conditions as the
private sector to the capital market. Raising own capi-
tal occurred through specific investments (TSDI, "cer-
tificats d'investissement"). Moreover, they have not
been able to shape their capital (mergers, takeovers,
alliances) according to the constraints imposed and
opportunities offered by their markets. This reduced
their room for manoeuvre and profit margins. Recent-
ly, measures have been taken to reduce state interven-
tion by allowing private capital parriciparion.
The economic weight of the national enterprises is still
considerable despite its recent decline. Their share of the
value added of all companies fell ftom 12.57o in 1985 to
l0.lVo in 1989. In particular their share in total invest-
ment remains substantial (167o in 1989).
Despite the fact that the national enterprises cannot
strictly be compared with other companies because of
the different approach to their management and their
concentration in only three economic sectors, a compari-
son ofcertain accounting ratios can help to illustrate the
consequences of the abovementioned differences.
In 1975, the rate of return on physical assets (see
Graph 18) was more than 4 percentage points below that
of other companies (l.8% compared with 6.37o). The gap
declined to about I percentage point by 1985 and then
widened again, reaching more than 6 percentage points
in 1989 (2.6?o compared with 8.8%). This discrepancy
can be explained by three factors: insufficient rationali-
zation of labour use, the high cost of intermediate con-
sumption and political restraint on output price rises.
Although, in general, the share of the competitive indus-
trial public sector declined after the privatization in
1986-88, the contribution made by the public industrial
enterprises to capital formation and external trade re-
main substantial (Graph l9). In 1988, they still ac-
counted for some 257o of total industrial investment
(compared with 349o in 1982) and for 3l?o of total
industrial exports (compared with some 33Vo in 1982).
The share of exports in the turnover of the industrial
public sector over the period 1982-86 exceeds by more
than l0 percentage points that of the private sector (ap-
proximately 35Vo compared with 257o). Instead of be-
coming blurred with the privatizations, this feature
seems to become more marked, with the gap growing
over th€ period 1987-88.
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with the United States exceeded that with the EC.
United States' investrnent in France remained static after
1986. The fluctuations in the dollar's exchange rate are
one of the determinants of the FranceAlnited States bal-
ance.
The geographical breakdown of French direct invest-
ment in principal EEC countries shows that these coun-
tries have all benefited from the increase in the flow of
French capital to abroad in recent years, and in particular
the BLEU and the United Kingdom. While up to 1986
French direct investment abroad developed more or less
in line with foreign direct investment in France, deficits
opened up as from 1987, firstly with the BLEU, the
United Kingdom and Spain and then with the Nether-
lands and Italy.
The question of whether or not domestic investment and
direct investment abroad complement each other is dif-
ficult to answer. While both grew sharply over the period
1986-89, the moderate growth in gross capital formation
in France in 1990 contrasted with a sharp acceleration in
French investment abroad. The underlying trend in this
ratio was one of growth between 1972 and l98l (see
Graph 20). Following a period of decline and stagnation
(from 1982 to 1985), it picked up from 1986 and it now
exceeds 2OVo of total investment (as opposed to approxi-
mately 6?o in 1985).
Although it is difficult to make international compari-
sons, the trend of investment flows abroad as a percent-
age of gross fixed capital formation increased during the
1980s in many EC countries and in the United States.
France, however, recorded one of the sharpest rates of
increase from 1986, with an even greater acceleration in
1989 and 1990.
The rate of investment in the industrial public sector was
more than a third higher than that in the private sector,
despite a marked fall in 1986 due to the budgetary re-
strictions on capital financing. As to operating results,
as represented by the gross operating surplus over value
added, the industrial public sector apPears to have been
less profitable than the private sector but this perfor-
mance may stem from the specialisation of public indus-
try in some few branches. However, there is a tendency
for the gap to narrow.
3.5 The internationalisation of French
enterprises
The French economy is participating in the internation-
alization of the productive system, which is now a basic
characteristic of the world economy. Macroeconomic
factors which directly affect the return on capital em-
ployed and microeconomic considerations which relate
to firms'market strategies and their search for synergies
could have led French companres to carry out Part of
their investment abroad.
The EC and the United States account for most of the
investment flows. In 1972,677o of the total French direct
investment abroad went to these areas (4OVo to the EC);
by 1989, this ratio had increased to84Vo (62?oto the EC).
These figures show the growth in the EC's share as
recipient countries thanks to successive enlargements
and the impact of the 1993 single market. As to foreign
investment in France, that from the EC accounted for
35% of the total in 1972, as compared with7?o from the
United States. In 1989, the respective figures were76?o
tnd 4Vo. Over the period 1980-86, the size of the deficit
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As a consequence of the disinflationary process the real
cost of financing increased. Therefore, French com-
panies were compelled to seek a higher return on their
investment and to adopt a more wideranging growth
strategy to improve their results. Using the ratio of gross
operating surplus (gross profits before taxation and in-
terest payments)to turnover as an indicator of profita-
bility in the manufacturing sector it can be seen that the
profitability of French companies strongly improved and
it was in 1988 at about the same level as recorded in other
countries (see Graph 21). The first available figures for
1989 confirm this view.
Among the upstream determinants of these performan-
ces, labour costs play a prime role. Therefore, these
figures do not explain the growing deficit in foreign
direct investment flows. Nevertheless, using the ratio of
net profits (after taxation and interest payments) to tum-
over, it can be seen (Graph 22) that the final profitability
of French companies is still, despite an appreciable im-
provement, below that of many other countries (United
States, United Kingdom, Netherlands and Spain). This
could result in a low rate of return on equity capital due
to a high debt ratio and explain the flows of foreign
direct investment in the case of external growth.
What really matters is not the measured rate of return but
the expected real rate of return, which naturally depends
upon a wide range of factors. Therefore, the increasing
imbalance in foreign direct investment can stem from the
existing gap between the achievement of French macro-
economic policy credibility and French microeconomic
policy credibility respectively, the former being much
more firmly established than the latter.
This situation, which is the opposite of that prevailing in
the UK (microeconomic credibility stronger than macro-
economic one), could negatively affect the investment
climate. In fact, despite a macro risk premium decreasing
towads zero, the micro premium, negatively affected by
the image of the micro-economic performance (e.g. the
need to further improve labour market flexibility), will
require a higher-than-expected rate of return in France
in order to attract foreign direct investment.
At microeconomic level and perhaps more important, the
growth in French direct investment abroad can be linked
to the restructuring of companies, which, after starting
in the United States, spread throughour Europe in during
the 1980s and was subsequently further amplified by the
runup to the single market.
As to the range of productive acrivities managed by
companies, one of the features of the current wave of
mergers is that these are directed at seeking productive
and financial synergies through horizontal and vertical
integration based on the company's primary productive
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activity, lndeed, the bulk of French investment abroad
involves activities in the French firm's sector of origin.
This restructuring process appears to be linked to at-
tempts to achieve economies of scale and the critical size
dictated by the growth in general costs (particularly
research and development expenses) and to the reduction
in transaction costs brought about by synergies within
the firm. A study carried out by the Banque de Francel
has demonstrated that the results of companies which
have pursued an extemal growth strategy exceed those
recorded by firms which have opted for an internal
growth policy, though at the cost of greater vulnerability
during the initial inteSration period.
Although flows of investment into France from other
countries have been rising since 1974, that rise has
recently been much less marked than the growth in
French investment abroad. Not only was the ratio of
gross foreign direct investment in France to the gross
capital formation of French companies only 12% in
1989, as compared with 22Vo for capital flows in the
opposite direction, but the share of liquidation of invest-
ment from other countries has also grown, reflecting
some attempts to disengage from the French economy.
An international comparison indicates that the share of
foreign direct investment in domestic gross fixed capital
formation in France is less marked than in the BLEU and
Italy. Only Germany and the United Kingdom record no
relative growth in foreign direct investment, at least uP
to 1988.
The low level of direct investment in France from abroad
could be due to a number of factors which relate to
financial structure of French companies, to the structure
of the French productive system, characterized by a large
public sector and probably to the image foreign investors
still have of France as a very regulated economy, despite
the strong recent improvements in this field. The recent
measures to liberalize the link between private and pub-
lic companies might improve the attractiveness of the
French economy to foreign direct investment.
"L'eflicacit6 des suat6gies de croissance exteme: I'exp6rience de I'industrie frangaise", by F. Bavay and D. Bean, Banque de
France, 1989.
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4. Labour market performance in view
of the internal market
4.1 Introduction
Despite an improved macro and micro economic frame-
work, unemployment in France remains stubbornly high.
The rate of unemployment rose steadily until 1987 peak-
ing two years later than the average of the Community.
Since then unemployment has declined, but at a slower
pace than in most other Community countries. And
France is now one of the few countries having a higher
rate of unemployment than recorded in the trough of its
second oil price recession. Being the principal macro-
economic imbalance of the French economy, the rela-
tively high unemployment rate warrants a thorough
examination.
The rate of growth of economic activity is an important
determinant of the growth in employment. However, the
sustainable rate of growth of economic activity (within
a monetary and fiscal framework managed for stable
prices) depends importantly upon the efficient function-
ing of the labour market. The level of unemploymenr is
an important indicator of wastage of productive poten-
tial. The level of unemployment which is consistent with
stable prices beyond the short-run is determined by the
structural features of the labour market. The important
features include the degree of mismatch between the
demand for, and supply of, skills. They also include the
willingness and ability of workers to search for jobs
within and across local and regional labour markets.
They also include the various institutional features in the
labour market which may impede the allocation of la-
bour and the incentives to work and invest in human
capital. It should be emphasised that the efficiency of
labour markets also influences the expectations and am-
bitions of firms concerning the quality and volume of
goods which they are willing to atrempt to produce.
As France is integrating into the European economy in
particular as regards goods and financial markets, the
labour market performance of a (regional) economy has
to be assessed increasingly in a European context. So
long as labour mobility remains limited, the national
(regional) labour markets have to take into consideration
external factors.
4.2 French labour market performance
4.2.1 Empirical overvlew
Unemployment is the principal macroeconomic imbal-
ance in the French economy. Like in all other European
countries, unemployment rose steadily in the wake of the
first oil price shock, but the reversal did not occur until
1988, somewhat later than in most other Community
countries. Recently, unemployment has stabilized at
around 996, indeed a relatively high level. Given the
renewed deceleration of growth it might increase this
year and next. The poor performance of France in this
respect is illustrated by the fact that unemployment has
remained above the average of the Community since
1987. Moreover, in contrast with most other member
countries, unemployment is now higher than the level
recorded in the trough of the 1981-82 recession.
A salient feature of French unemployment is its high
concentration in specific segments of the labour market.
A much higher unemployment rate is observed among
less qualified workers (see chapter 5). However, re-
gional differences in unemployment rates are less signi-
ficant than, e.g., in Germany. Long-term unemployment
is very high. In 1989 42qo of the unemployed have been
without a job for more than one year. The unemployment
rate of women is much higher than that of men (around
l2?o and 7?o respectively in 1990). A rise in the female
participation rate is mainly responsible for this. How-
ever, this is a feature France shares with most other
member countries but France has only a low share of
part-time employment; Nevertheless, the fairly easy ac-
cess to unemployment benefits might explain to some
extent the high unemployment among women. Youth
unemployment is also comparatively large in France. It
began, however, to shrink at the same time as in most
European countries (1985) partly due, however, to a
longer education period. Among the youth, females are
again in a relatively worse position.
The high level of long-term unemployment indicates a
growing inability of those out of work to (re-)enter the
labour market. However, a small reversal was observed
in 1989 probably due to a buoyantjob crearion and to the
reinforcement of some specific employment incentives
addressed to this category of unemployed.
The remainder of this chapter attempts to illustrate some
of the characteristics of the overall behaviour of the
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French labour market while the remaining chapters are
devoted to an analysir of specific labour market charac-
teristics i.e. the wage formation process, labour market
rigidities, the education system and labour market
policies.
4.2,2 Labonr force and Job creatlon
Due to a marked growth of the population in working age
in the 1970s, France experienced a strong increase in its
labour force. [n contrast to some other countries, the
participation ratio even decreased in the 1980s. While
the increasing labour force coincides with the small rise
in unemployment bfore the first oil price shock, it
contributes to a much lesser extent to the important
upward trend in unemployment during the 1980s. In-
deed, it was the weak growth performance of the French
economy which led to a decline in total employment
during the first half of the 1980s.
The interrelation between outPut growth and the labour
force is a complex process. Rising labour supply should
normally lead to higher output unless labour markets are
inflexible. In addition, rising participation amongst fe-
males has important associations with rising vacancy
rates: females will enter the labour market if thero is an
incentive.
Since 1986 economic growth has been accelerating and
employment has grown quite satisfactorily. It is particu-
larly promising that employment growth occurred
together with a pick-up in productivity, mainly due to
cyclical factors but also indicating a better allocation of
capital after the process of liberalization during the
1980s and strong investment. Indeed, productivity
growth prevented real wages from declining during the
phase of nominal wage moderaiion and allowed enter-
prise profitability to be restored to a more satisfactory
level.
However, the growing number of unskilled unemployed
may have led to a higher average level of productivity.
If low productivity jobs are crowded out by a too com-
pressed wage structure (see discussion on the minimum
wage impact), measured productivity increases to a
stronger extent than otherwise. However, this effect is
unlikely to explain the whole difference between the
productivity growth in France and other high income
Community countries e.g. Germany. The major part of
the stronger productivity increase in France is probably
due to the catching up process which is necessary to
prepare France for the internal market.
In this respect, it should also be underlined that at any
point in time the choice of technology in industry is often
quite narrow. Thus, for a large part of the French indus-
try, higher capital intensity may have been needed, no
matter how low wages were.
4.2.3 Labour market lndlcators: some cmplrlcal
evldencc
In theory the Beveridge curye which traces combina-
tions of the vacancy rate and the rete of unemployment
should be negatively sloped. North-east shifts of the
curve indicate growing mismatch and may be a symptom
ofhysteresis l.
Although the concept is somewhat unreliable when the
vacancy rate is particularly low, the curve has moved to
the right in the aftermath of the second oil price shock.
The performance of the years 1983-85 and 1986-90
seems to suggest a normal reaction of the labour market
i.e. a higher vacancy rate is associated with a lower rate
of unemployment.
Labour market behaviour depends upon the degree of
competition on goods markets. The greater the competi-
tion in goods markets the more enterprises must allocate
factors of production efficiently. In particular, the link
between labour costs of specific categories oflabour and
their productivity matters more if enterprises operate in
a competitive environment. In France, the domestic lib-
eralization of the financial markets and the emergence
of high real interest rates increased the necessity for a
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better allocation of production factors. As regards the
labour market, the consequence has been that in industry
low-skilled workers - who might be expected to be over-
paid relative to their productivity have been laid off or
have been crowded out by the better skilled. Indeed
employment in industry has been on a significantly de-
clining trend during the mid 1980s and this trend has not
yet been reversed despite an increase in potential output
in manufacturing since 1986. However, declining em-
ployment in industry, although less significant e.g. in
Japan or Germany, applies in many industrial countries.
The change in employment policy stemming from mak-
ing goods markets more competitive is reinforced by the
fact that employment policy which affected public enter-
prises through govemment intervention until the early
1980s is now similar to that in private enterprises.
A greater vertical wage dispersion could reduce the mis-
match between low skilled workers and available jobs as
in particular those workers with low capital investment
in skills i.e. youth or females retuming to the labour
market would have greater opportunities finding a job.
In this respect, it should also be recognized that produc-
ing with very advanced technologies often also requires
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low skilled workers, and that jobs with a low labour
productivity can have a yery high capital productivity
i.e. total factor productivity might rise satisfactorily. The
issue of wage flexibility becomes more important in the
internal market where investment will take place in an
all-European context and attraction of even very ad-
vanced technology will also increasingly depend upon
the functioning of labour market.
The existence of hysteresis in France has been rejected
by most econometric tests l. However, for the more re-
cent years, the emergence of an incipient hysteresis in
France cannot be entirely disregarded. In fact, after a
slow growth for most of the eighties, the already men-
tioned upward shift of the Beveridge curye seems to
suggest some increase in NAIRU'. The recent accelera-
tion of wage increases seems to confirm that NAIRU has
been growing, getting closer to the actual unemployment
rate.
Possible explanations for this incipient hysteresis could
include: some "insider-outsider" phenomenon linked to
the organization of industrial relations in France (see
chapter 4); the high level of long-term unemployment in
France, which could tend to increase the NAIRU by
reducing the human capital of the unemployed and by
discouraging job search; internal adjustments in firms'
production practices during the slowdown involving re-
dundancies of workers who are not easily employable
elsewhere and which could last even in the upswing.
4.2.4 Short-term productlon/employment dynamlcs
The short-term dynamic between unemployment and
growth (capacity utilization) is a useful indicator of the
labour market flexibility during the cycle. A fairly flat
curve would indicate that employment does not react
very much to short-term fluctuations of production indi-
cating either a strong response of labour supply to in-
creasing labour demand or a rigid employment
behaviour of enterprises i.e. enterprises do not adjust
employment according to short-term fluctuations of pro-
duction.
Graph 27 illustrates Okun curves for France and Ger-
many. There seems to be no significant difference in the
short-term production - unemployment dynamics in
France and Germany. However, Graph27 also illustrates
that the upward shift of the curve has been much more
pronounced in France as compared to Germany or the
UK over the past two decades. This again suggests that
R. Jackman, C. Pissarides and S. Savouri, l,abour market policies and unemployment in t]re OECD, Economic Policy- I l,
October 1990; J.-P. Cotis, F. Mihoubi, I'Hyst6r6sis du taux & ch6mage en Europg Economie et Pr6vision" 1990-l/2, using
data for the period 1970-1988 or 1987.
Coe D.T. (1985), "Nominal wagg the NAIRU and wage flexibility", OECD Economic Studies No.5, Autumn" estimated the
NAIRU for France atE?o tn l98l-83, trp from 3% in the yers 76-80. The OECD, (1989) Economies inTrursition" and
Torres, R. and Mrtin J.P. (1989), "Potential Ouput in t}re seven Maj<x OECD ounuies", OECD Working Paper No.65, prt
therelatedNAWRU(non-acceleratingwagerateofrmemployment)atl.Woin1987upfrom3.g%ml9S0-83 ardat6.l%
for 1980-87, up from 4.4?on1974-79.
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the growth of potential output has been much weaker
relative to labour supply in France than in other Euro-
pean countries. All in all the response of the French
economy to the supply shocks of the 1970s (two oil price
shocks) seems to hrve been less favourable than in part-
ner countries explaining the significant increase in struc-
tural unemployment.
Since 1988, employment has increased significantly.
This indicates that raising output through more intensive
or efficient use of the existing work force has its limits,
in particular since growth has been solid since 1986.
As the figures show, the demand effects of the first two
oil price shocks clearly explain the important rises in
unemployment in 1975 and 1981 in France as elsewhere.
However, it is noteworthy that the curve is less often
negatively sloped for France than for Germany. This
suggests that weak demand has played a less important
role in explaining unemployment in France. The counter-
part is that French unemployment seems to be due more
to structural or supply shocks, as shown by the north-east
drift ofthe Okun curve in 1975-80 and 1982-87 (see also
Beveridge curve, Graph 25).
As insufficient demand pressure does probably not ex-
plain the high level and other features of French unem-
ployment leaves room for other kinds of explanations.
One candidate is the possible excessive level of wages.
4.3 Wage formation in France: An institutional
and empirical assessment.
4.3.1 Introductlon
Formally the collective wage bargaining process is not
very developed in France, in particular as far as em-
ployees are concerned. Trade union membership is the
lowest in the EC (about l0%) and it is on a declining
trend. Moreover, formal collective wage bargaining has
been established fairly late, in 1980 and in 1982 the
"Auroux law" aimed at generalizing collective a;gree-
ments. Moreover, the right to strike is an individual
right, i.e. no trade union mandate is necessary. Neverthe-
less, it seems that high percentages of workers are ac-
tually covered by collective agreements. This might
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explain the ability of certain groups of workers to make
strike actions binding and effective.
In recent years, the number of indusuial conllicts has
declined significantly, as in most other countries (Table
4).
On the other hand, approximately 9O% of French com-
panies are affiliated to the Conseil National du Patronat
Frangais (CNPF). Participation in wage negotiations is
usually at the sectoral confederation level. Wage agree-
ments are normally made for an undefined time period.
Moreover, wage agreements are extended to all workers
of the respective sector preventing wage flexibility with-
in sectors.
In France, the state is intervening in the bargaining
process, with different degrees ofsuccess. Ad hoc inter-
vention, e.g. to expand wage agreements achieved at
sectoral level to other s€ctors were normally more suc-
cessful than the attempts to establish an effective income
policy; one exception was the short period of wage-price
freeze during the summer of 1982.
All in all, state intervention is mostly confined to pro'
viding recommendations for wage increases. One excep-
tion, however, concerns the minimum wage regulations
established in 1950. The level of minimum wage is fully
indexed to consumer price inflation and it follows real
wage increases in industry by at least 507o. Finally, the
Government can decide to what extent the minimum
wage is raised above the indexed components.
The process of wage formation will become important in
the context of both financial and real integration in
Europe in order to preserve macroeconomic equilibrium
both as regards nominal convergence and also a high
level of employment. A larger degree of nominal andreal
wage flexibility will be required in the process of mov-
ing towards fixed nominal exchange rates in order to
cope with domestic and external shocks. Therefore, the
remainder of this chapter is devoted to analyzing the
experience of wage determination during the transition
of domestic and external liberalization of the French
economy.
4.3.2 Wage development ln the course of domestlc
liberallzatlon
In order to achieve lower wage inflation with a minimum
cost of unemployment, it is imperative to break the link
between past inflation and wage increases. The French
authorities took an active role in this process: in the
second half of 1982 the authorities froze wages and
prices, followed by a suggestion to link wage increases
to the expected in-flation rate rather than to past price
increases.
Although indexation of wage settlements to cxPected
inflation was crucial in the disinllation process, domes-
tic liberalization and the increase in real interest rates
would have required a larger degree of real wage flexi-
bility. Given the high level of enterprise debt, domestic
liberalization combined with rising real interest rates has
led to a redistribution of income. While the household
sector (net bond holders) gained considerably the enter-
prise sector @ighly indebted) was confronted by signi-
ficantly rising debt service requirements. Despite a
change in the functional income distribution (real unit
labour costs declined already during the period 1982-
84), enterprise profits only increased as from 1984 on-
wards.
All in all the liquidity constraint was aggravated by low
real wage flexibility, which contributed also to the bad
investment climate as the real rate of return declined. In
this respect it has to be kept in mind that both domestic
and international financial liberalization in general leads
to a redistribution towards capital income through a
more eflicient allocation of capital implying a change in
the wage share in national income. This does not necess-
arily require lower wages as the overall growth Path of
the economy is increased.
Real wages have markedly adjusted to a level which is
consistent with a higher level of employment. The wage
gap which was mainly due to low real wage flexibility
after the oil price shocks has been declining significant-
ly. Nevertheless, recent high wage settlements seem to
have stopped the adjustment Process. Moreover, three
factors might suggest that a continuation of real wage
moderation is still necessary. First the increase of real
interest rates during the 1980s suggests that a further
adjustment of real wages is required; second, in an inter-
national perspective, the real wage level in France
should be consistent with a satisfactory level of profita-
bility relativ€ to other countries; third, the high level of
unemployment requires a higher growth path. Therefore,
real wages growth below the warranted wage trend might
be necessary in order to achieve the higher growth trend.
4.3.3 Wage development and achlevlng nomlnal
convergence
During the period 1982-90 France made considerable
progress in achieving a low rate of inflation: nominal
wages and prices fell in parallel. During this period, it
was particularly important that nominal waSe settle-
ments were forward-looking to the extent that they were
orientated to the forecast inllation rate; and that the
inflation outcome did not exceed the inflation rate on
which wage settlements were based. Moreover, the tar-
get inflation rate of the Government became more and
more credible as a benchmark for wage settlements.
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The notion of forward-looking wage setting is confirmed
by econometric evidence t. Estimated wage equations
suggest that wages are fully indexed to anticipated rates
of inflation. Moreover, the target inflation rate of the
govemment has increasingly been used as a the proxy
for anticipated inflation, indicating a growing credibility
of the govemment's commitment towards a low rate of
inflation.
Monetary policy also achieved a greater credibility in its
anti-inJlationary stance. No doubt, the monetary auth-
orities'commitment to resist any depreciation pressures
since 1987 has significantly contributed to the sustaina-
bility of the low inflation strategy.
During this period, France experienced a real appreci-
ation of its currency which helped in the disinflation
process. The negative external contribution to growth
was mitigated by a healthy investment performance from
1986 onwards. In addition, improving terms of trade
helped both in sustaining real income and reducing in-
flation.
Nevertheless, labour market discipline has also relied
upon a high rate of unemployment and is therefore yet
to be fully tested in an environment of higher demand
and employment. Indeed, recent nominal wage rises are
significantly higher than those observed until 1989.
4.3.4 Wage formatlon ln the lnternal market
Moving towards nominal exchange rate stability in an
integrating European economy requires that wage for-
mation increasingly takes into consideration external
factors. An appropriate level of wages is necessary to
achieve a real rate of return which is competitive with
partner countries. Real wage increases must to a large
extent reflect those inpartner countries, with due respect
to national unemployment and productivity increases,
while real wage flexibility is required to cope with inter-
nal and external shocks.
In the integrating internal market, wage settlements de-
cided at national level are becoming determinants of
regional investment. Given the existing low degree of
labour mobility between Community countries, inappro-
priate wage trends together with fixed nominal exchange
rates will thus unavoidably lead to larger structural un-
employment than otherwise. Therefore, wage settle-
ments have to consider Community-wide conditions,
e.g. wage increases in partner countries. In particular,
smaller countries with a high export share and quasi-
fixed nominal exchange rates (8, DK, NL) already take
into consideration wage developments abroad.
In France, the structure of the wage formation process
seems to be less appropriate as the level of corporatism
is low at the trade union level and domestic factors seem
to dominate the preparedness of employers' organiza-
tions to agree on wage settlements. Therefore, the danger
that wage settlements do not take into consideration
external requirements is greater than in other countries.
Nor is the degree of decentralization high enough to
ensure that the risk of unemployment is sufficiently'felt
at individual or firm level and therefore taken into ac-
count in wage bargaining.
4.4 Labour market rigidities
4.4.1 Introductlon
Labour market rigidities prevail on the labour markets
of all industrialized countries. The trade-off between
social protection of workers and a complete liberaliza-
tion of labour markets is obvious. One might even say
that social protection is a form of non-wage benefit and
that the wages of those in work and the social benefits
can be regarded as the total wage, Nevertheless, protec-
tion of workers can prove to become such a constraint
that job creation is reduced and labour protection
measures become counterproductive.
Moreover, the degree of social protection in the labour
market also depends upon the choices made within a
society. To the extent that social protection is counter-
balanced by the level of wages, the level of social pro-
tection in the labour market might vary among countries.
Nevertheless, labour market rigidities which decrease
the efficiency of the labour market should be tackled in
order to reduce the most unfair social situation: unem-
ployment.
The following parts aim at identifying labour market
rigidities existing in the following areas:
(i) rigidities preventing nominal and real wage
flexibility;
(ii) rigidities preventing flexibility in employment;
and
(iii) rigidities which impede an efficient use of the
capital stock.
4.4.2 Rlgidities preventlng nomlnal and real wage
flexibility.
One of the specific features of wage formation in France
is the minimum wage regulation. Since 1950, France has
had an institutional minimum wage (the SMIG or SMIC
as from the beginning of 1970). By law, it is fully in-
dexed to the consumer price index, new revisions being
triggered by a2Vo rise in the index. Moreover, the SMIC
is revised upwards every 1 July by at least half of the
increase in the real hourly wage rate in industry. It is up
to the Government to decide whether and by how much
See e.g. Blanchard P. and Sevestre P., 1989, L'indexation des salaires: quelle rupture en 1982? Economie et k6vision No.87.
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more the SMIC is raised. So, it is a true economic policy
instrument.
The crucial question, from an economic point of view, is
whether the SMIC creates or aggravates the insider-out-
sider problem. In a situation of rising unemployment, the
least-skilled workers are often crowded out by better
skilled workers, thus leading to disproportionately high
unemployment among the low-skilled workers. To the
extent that wage flexibility is particularly low in these
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wage groups because of the SMIC regulation, the crowd-
ing out problem is aggravated. The growing number of
employees paid under the SMIC regime indicates that the
issue might be relevant in France despite the fact that the
SMIC is not the binding wage level in all cases,
Graph 28 shows that the SMIC has grown more rapidly
than the average wage level. This was particularly the
case in the aftermath of the two oil price shocks. In both
periods, the SMIC increased by around l0% relative to
the average wage level.
The relative rise of the SMIC might have increased the
unemployment of unskilled labour. Graph 28 shows that
the increase of the SMIC after the second oil price shock,
coincides with a significant increase in the unemploy-
ment rate of unskilled workers. But also since 1986
unemployment of unskilled workers has increased
relative to average unemployment indicating that skilled
workers have been more successful in finding a job after
the turnaround in growth.
Moreover, the SMIC regulation is also an obstacle to
regional labour mobility. As the SMIC is the lower thre-
shold throughout the countrt, regional wage differentia-
tion is low. Therefore, given differences in the cost of
living in particular because of high accommodation
costs in centres like Paris, wages net of tax and accom-
modation costs might be much higher in the small towns
and rural areas than in the urban areas. Even unemploy-
ment benefits might guarantee a better standard of living
outside the large cities, thus reducing considerably the
incentives to move [o areas enjoying greater economic
prosperity. Regional labour mobility would also be
strenghtened by reducing levies on house sales.
More recently, profit-sharing wage contracts have
become more widespread encouraged by a series of gov-
ernment incentives, e.g. reduction in the base for social
contributions, less official regulation of profit-sharing
schemes. While profit-sharing was negligible in the
early 1980s, by the end of 1986 more profits-sharing
contracts were agreed upon, and the profit element now
amounts to 3.57o of average wages. Profit-sharing in-
creases nominal wage flexibility during periods of
shocks.
The way unemployment is financed is likely to affect
wage formation. Thus, if the costs of unemployment are
felt strongly by the leading wage setters it provides an
incentive to take into accounl the negative consequences
their decisions may have for the marginal groups on the
labour market. At face value, the system in France seems
rather appropriate: about 2R of the contributions are
borne by the enterprise sector while the employees are
paying about l/3.
Taking all social security contributions together, social
security contributions are much higher for low wages,
increasing the wage costs for low-productivity workers.
Therefore, a broader base for social security contribu-
tions might alleviate cost pressures for these workers.
As regards unemployment benefits, the French system is
characterized by a fairly generous access to benefits. A
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relatively short period of work qualifies the unemployed
to receive unemployment benefits. The duration of
benefit is from 6 to ?l months. There is no ceiling up to
which unemployment benefits are provided and the same
amount is paid during the 6 to 24 months period.
4.4.3 Rlgldltles and employment pollcy
Rigidities in hiring and firing conditions very often work
as an impediment to flexible adjustment of the labour
force Io production (flat Okun curve). They may also
impede a flexible adaptation of production if enterprises
hesitate to hire people during a phase of strong demand
because they may be faced by too many workers if
demand decreases. Therefore, a link exists between
strong competition on goods markets and a flexible em-
ployment policy.
In France the environment for a flexible employment
policy has improved during the last few years. In particu-
lar, the possibility to hire people on temporary contracts
has been improving and the number of workers under a
contract regime has actually increased considerably.
Nevertheless, important rigidities remain. For example,
social plans for people about to be made redundant
remain a requirement and employers must offer retrain-
ing programmes at7o%o of the last wage to all employees
with at least two years of employment in the respective
firm.
In the past, public enterprises have undertaken a cautious
employment policy because of social obligations and
considerable costs of firing. As the French economy now
operates in a market framework after the important steps
towards liberalization, a more market-oriented approach
to changing the level of employment is called for. State
intervention should be confined to defining the frame-
work for employment policy and intervention in individ-
ual firms should be avoided.
Liberalization of working procedures may increase the
number of part-time jobs available. This could be par-
ticularly beneficial to women whose unemployment rate
is relatively high. In this respect, monopolized job-medi-
ation (Agence Nationale pour l'Emploi) procedures
might also have to become more flexible.
4.4.4 Employment - capltal stock relatlon
In principle, a country like France faced by a shortage of
capital could increase potential output by increasing the
running time of the capital stock. This would create more
jobs with the existing level of capital stock. Therefore,
a more flexible organization of working procedures, i.e.
running more shifts, a 7-day week operation and a
smoother organization of the concentrated holiday peri-
od, could create a significant number of new jobs.
However, several conditions would need to be fulfilled.
First, working during nights or weekends should not add
to unit labour costs; second, a more flexible organisation
of working hours of employees should be allowed at the
level of the individual firm and measures should be taken
to avoid skills "bottlenecks" in the labour force.
A further issue concerns the possibility of a more flex-
ible use of the capital stock by shortening employees'
working time. This should not only concern the weekly
working time but also a more flexible organisation of
working time over the year or even during the life time.
Models of part-time working should be developed in
order to reduce female unemployment in particular.
4.5 The education system
Educational qualifications of people are important deter-
minants of employment potential. This is particularly
evident in the French economy. Youth unemployment is
particularly high in France and in the 18-25 years age
group where 4O7o of the unemployed do not have any
recognized qualifi cation.
Graph 30 shows a clear link between the level of quali-
fication and the rate of unemployment. The employment
rate is close to 2O% in the no-qualification group, while
people with higher education are much less affected by
unemployment.
However, the graph also indicates that within the group
with average education levels, the unemployment rate is
fairly high. One reason might be that technical skills are
under-developed. In the second level stage (age group 10
years to l8 years), the share of the vocational training
channel is only 539o, compared with 807o in Germany
and 70?o in Denmark. Apprenticeship is poorly de-
veloped, as compared with Germany. There are 1.8 mil-
lion apprentices in Germany against only 215 000 in
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France. Among German apprentices more than 90% ob-
tain a professional qualification and 807o are recruited
by their "host" firms at the end of their three-year train-
ing period. Less than 507o of the French apprentices
obtain a final qualification (CAB "certificat d'aptitude
professsionnelle") and an insignificant number are re-
cruited by the firm where they made their apprentice-
ship.
A significant influence of education on labour produc-
tivity is also evident. The average productivity of a
worker who left school before the age of 15 is half that
of a worker who stayed in the education system until the
age of 22 to ?A years. Apparent labour productivity is
systematically increased as enterprises employ more en-
gineers and qualified technicians and less non-qualified
personnel.
All in all, the general level of education in France is far
from being satisfactory. Full-time education is compul-
sory until the age of 16. If the rate of participation in
education at the age of 17 is equivalent to those of other
EC countries, it decreases rapidly among higher age
groups. At the age of 19, only 43Vo ofFrench youths are
still in the education system as compared to 579o in
Germany, 54Vo in the Netherlands,53Vo in Denmark and
49Vo in the UK.
A serious problem lies in the interface between schools
and enterprises. The transition from the education sys-
tem to the labour market is made more difficult because
a vast majority of youth leaving school have no real
direct experience of a working environment. Ages of
reciprocal misunderstanding or ignorance between the
educative and economic worlds need to be overcome
culturally in order to approach the "dual" system suc-
cessfully developed in Germany. Nevertheless, improve-
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ments have been observed in the past few years. For
example, new types of vocational training implying
compulsory periods in firms ("baccalaur6ats profession-
nels") have been created.
The orientation of the French education system is quite
"elitist". There are significant barriers to entry into dif-
ferent channels of education. In the second level (aged
between l0 and 18 years), the general education system
is distinct from vocational training and mobility of pu-
pils from one to another tends to be from general educa-
tion to vocational training. In the third level, the
"Grandes Ecoles" which recruit most of their students
between the age of l8 and 22 and benefit from the
highest expenditure-per-student ratios form a channel
completely separated from the remaining universities.
This polarisation at the different levels of the system is
reinforced by the long-standing Paris-provinces polari-
sation.
The general picture is supported by comparative statis-
tics. The proportion of any given generation entering
university is comparable to that of other EC countries:
33?o rs compared to 267o in Germann 337o in the UK,
3 57o in the Netherl an ds or 37 Vo in Denmark. The propor-
tion obtaining a 4-year degree and higher qualification
is even higher than in all other countries, probably be-
cause third level education in the public sector is free.
The education system is clearly providing the French
economy with a sufficient number of highly qualified
workers, for whom the probability of unemployment is
very low.
4.6 Labour market policies
Most Community Member States have been reluctant to
adopt active employment policies. Except for public
sector wages, intervention in the wage settlement pro-
cess is minor and is confined to moral suasion. In France,
however, the minimum wage regulation is controlled by
the Government.
Labour market policy can be divided into active policy
and passive policy. Passive policy might consist of early
retirement schemes: thus artificially reducing the num-
ber of unemployed. Active labour market policies aim at
reducing vocational weaknesses, increasing the mobility
of workers, and reducing the insider-outsider problem.
Graph32 compares the level of unemployment with the
expenditures of active labour market progranmes per
unemployed person. Although the success of individual
labour market programmes cannot be proved and the
unemployment rates depend on a variety of important
factors, the graph suggests that countries with active
labour market programmes and a corresponding design
of their social security system experience lower unem-
ployment rates.
Among the Community countries, France shows a fairly
inactive attitude. A closer link between social security
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benefits, which are provided fairly easily, and labour
market programmes appears advisable.
Labour market programmes should mainly be devoted to
the following three areas. Firstly, they should aim at
improving the vocational training of young people.
Given the abrupt transition from school to work life,
young people fail to adjust to the new challenges. There-
fore, labour market programmes should aim at improv-
ing the professional quality of school leavers and also to
provide greater flexibility between professions. Second-
ly, labour market prograrnmes should increase the pro-
fessional flexibility of unemployed people in order to
prepare them for new jobs. This would reduce unemploy-
ment in sectors where employment is on a structurally-
declining trend. Thirdly, the importance of labour
market programmes for reducing insider-outsider prob-
lems should not be underestimated. Participants in such
progranrmes get much more information about their own
professional prospects, realistic income levels and the
necessity to become more flexible. In order to strengthen
the links between labour market programmes and the
labour market such programmes should be designed in
close contact with the trade unions and the enterprise
sector,
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PART III
FINANCIAL AND MONETARY INTEGRATION:
AN ASSESSMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL REFORMS
5. Financial reforms and the liberaliza-
tion of capital movements
5.1 Main deregulation measures and reforms
of the financial system
5.1.1 Introductlon
The financial markets in France underwent profound
changes during recent years following government's ex-
tensive liberalisation programme as well as market orig-
inating innovation. The parallel progress in the European
integration, especially in the financial and monetary
fields, enhanced the importance of the financial liberali-
sation operation putting it in a broader and more ambi-
tious framework.
The developments in the financial markets affected both
the financial sector itself as well as the rest of the econ-
omy, The impact of the reforms was considerable in the
areas of macroeconomic policy, the structure and com-
petitive position of the financial markets and institutions
and on the borrowing and lending behaviour of the cor-
porate, public and households sectors.
An important aspect of the financial liberalisation is its
impact on the international financial integration of the
French economy, and on the prospects of the financial
sector for an active presence in the European and inter-
national financial scene.
A basic reason for the movement of the authorities to-
wards the direction of extensive deregulation and re-
forms in the financial system was the signs of increasing
distortions in the functioning of the financial system and
of the way financial resources were allocated under the
credit ceilings system. The access by certain credit in-
stitutions to low cost finance and their parallel exception
from credit ceilings led to a rapid growth of their balance
sheets and correspondingly of the share of subsidised
credits in total credits to the economy.
Privileged credits rose to 447o of total bank credit in
1979-81. Moreover the institutions supplying these cre-
dits collected around 60% of total deposits, i.e.: far more
resources than was necessary to finance all privileged
creditsl.
In view of this situation and the loss of market share by
banks, the authorities allowed them to raise funds on the
bond market and exonerate the corresponding credits
from the credit ceilings. Though this practice enabled the
development of the bond market it complicated even
further the functioning of the system of credit ceilings
but also eroded its effectiveness.
Another reason behind the decision of the authorities to
abolish the credit ceilings was its incoherence with the
new macro€conomic orientation and its implications for
the financial markets. The firm commitment to EMS
implied a policy of no monetary financing of the budget
deficits which in turn reguired the development of a
mature capital market. Moreover decision to keep and
respect monetary targets was not compatible with the
existence of a controllable part and a growing uncon-
trollable part of liquid assets.
In addition to the above there was the external constraint
in the form of the need to keep in pace with countries
having long tradition and established reputation in the
financial domain (US, UK) as well as other emerging
marketplaces. The authorities responded to that with a
move away from the highly regulated and segmented
financial system centred on the intermediation of credit
institutions, towards a system focused on the existence
of a unified financial market, including futures markets,
where instruments of all maturities can be traded, and be
accessible to all economic agents.
5.1.2 New legal framework for banklng actlvltles
The Banking Act ofJanuary 1984 served as a background
for the subsequent important decisions and reforms that
changed the financial landscape in France. It replaced
legislation dating back to l94l and 1945 and brought all
credit institutions under one co[lmon regulatory frame-
work and under the control of the same supervisory
authorities. It removed the old distinctions between com-
mercial banks and merchant banks and a number of other
divisions which no longer corresponded to the economic
reality. The objective was the creation of a unified bank-
ing system in which intensified competition among fin-
ancial institutions would increase the efficiency of the
system.
5.1.3 Abolitlon of the credlt celllngs reglme
The abolition of the system of credit ceilings was also
announced in l9M but its elimination was gradual dur-
ing the two subsequent years. In this transitional period
the role of the reserve requirements as a potential shock
See J. Melitz, CERP discussion paper n 5@, January 1991.
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absorber increased. The credit ceilings system was
removed altogether in January 1987.
Though the system was, to an important extent, already
eroded as a result of the exceptions and the allowed
circumventions, its abolition was nevertheless an event
of considerable importance. Regardless of the justifica-
tion or not of the principles on which the system was
based it had become almost unmanageable and lacked
transparence. Its abolition marked the end of an era of
extensive administrative controls on the allocation of
credit to one where market prices would be the principal
determinant.
5.1.4 The reform of the money market
The notion of money market in France is much broader
than the usual concept of a market for short-term (up to
one year maturity) securities. In France money market
debt instruments of up to seven years maturity can be
traded.
Following the reforms of 1985-87, part of the money
market, the interbank market, is accessible only to credit
institutions subject to the Banking Act of 1984: this is
the market where banks' temporary cash surpluses are
allocated to those in need of financing.
The new money market in the largest sense was designed
to accept the biggest possible number of participants and
to offer a complete range of instruments and maturities.
It aims also to attract international investors interested
in placing their money in a well organised and liquid
market. Securities first introduced in December 1985
include: certificates of deposit issued by banks, commer-
cial paper issued by enterprises, negotiable Treasury
bills, bills of specialist financial institutions, etc. A step
towards an increased internationalisation of the money
market was the opening up, in January 1991, of the
commercial paper market to non-resident issuers.
5.1.5 The bond market
The major reforms of the bond market concerned three
areas: the organization of the trading, the reform of the
borrowing techniques of the Treasury and measures to
improve market's liquidity.
The introduction of 13 primary dealers in government
securities (spdcialistes en valeurs du Tr6sor, SVTs) in
January 1987 was a measure aimed at improving the
functioning and notably the liquidity of the market.
Moreover the capital of brokerage houses was opened to
banks or other agents. The "dematerialization of se-
curities" was another innovation introduced in 1984.
This implies in practice that the transfer of securities is
effected through a registration in the books of an official
clearing company (SICOVAM). the benefits of the new
system lie in a higher security of transactions and lower
cost of portfolio management.
Concerning government borrowing the most important
changes concern the introduction, since July 1985, of a
Dutch style auction system for the selling of government
securities, which replaced the old system of placements
through a bank syndicate. One significant aspoct of this
technique is the abolition of fixed commissions to mem-
bers of the banks syndicate, a feature of the old system,
and thus a lower borrowing cost for the Treasury. An-
other aspect is that it contributes to the creation of
orderly market conditions by the pre-announcement of
the time-schedule of the auctions, including amounts and
general terms. Lastly, an important innovation intro-
duced in June 1985 consists in the standardisation of
bond issues and thus the improvement of market
liquidity by the introduction of fungible Treasury bonds
(obligations assimilables du Tr6sor, OATs). More recent
developments of the bond market are given below.
5.1.6 The MATIF
The MATIF introduced in February 1986 as "March6 i
terme d'instruments financiers" and renamed in 1988 to
"March6 tr terme international de France" is an integral
part and important mechanism of the new market-cen-
tred financial environment: financial liberalization and
deregulation increased the risks arising from the higher
interest rate volatility and the need for a market to assess
and cover this risk. The success of MATIF was immedi-
ate since it was first established and it ranks among the
largest worldwide in trading volume.
5.2 Impact of financial liberalization on
markets and institutions
The impact of deregulation, financial innovation and
reforms on the financial system was considerable. The
dominant position of banks and specialised credit in-
stitutions in the financial intermediation business was
put under threat in the new competitive environment
where alternative forms of finance have become avail-
able.
The phenomena of financial dis-intermediation (by
which direct financing through the financial markets
replaces bank financing for increasing number of borro-
wers) and securitisation took considerable proportion in
France during the financial liberalizationprocess and are
signs of intensified competition and financial innova-
tion. Banks' response to this loss of market share was an
increased engaSement in the securities business as
underwriters and placement agents. The increasing role
of banks in this market segment is reflected in the com-
position of their income: the share of commission and
fees has increased considerably (up to 257o or even
higher for certain large banks) at the expense of income
from traditional intermediation business.
The increasing share of market-determined rates in
banks' sources and uses of funds is one of the most
important developments in the new financial environ-
ment.
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Trblc 5: Sherc of resources collected on merket-
determlned retes- (% ln totel )
1979 1989
Credit institutions
- bantsAFB
- mutual bants
- CDC & savings banks
- financecqnpanies
- specidisedfinancialinstitutions
AFB: French Bank Association
CDC: Consignations and Loan Fund
25.4 44.8
20.9 50.0
30.5 34.2
5.5 15.7
77.4 8E.2
89.7 97.7
Sowcc: Banque dc France
The share of funds collected by credit institutions on
market-determined rates during the 80's rose from
25.4% to 44.8Vo of their total resources. This rise is
partly attributed to the higher proportion of banks' fund
raising through the issue of securities. Despite this con-
siderable increase more than half of the resources of
credit institutions are still (end 1989) collected on regu-
lated rates. This phenomenon is due to the non-remuner-
ation of demand deposits and the fact that most liquid
savings are regulated.
On the banks'assets side, 65% of credits were at the end
of 1989 allocated on market-determined rates (i.e. rates
indexed to those on the money market) compared to only
l%o as recently as 1985. Regarding the outstanding
amounts of credits it is estimated -no exact data are
available- that the share of market-determined credits in
total is close to that of banks'resources, a factor reduc-
ing the risk of financial instability in case of interest
rates fluctuations.
Regarding the competitive position of the banking sec-
tor, the impact of its increasing integration with the
European and international frnancial system and the in-
tensified competition was also important. Among the
most visible positive developments are the improvement
of the already high degree of computerization and the
widespread use of new technology in the payments sys-
tem, an improved cost structure although operating
costs remain high- and an increased international
presence and European orientation of banks.
No noteworthy movements were noticed concerning the
new Community (and international: Cook ratio) require-
ments regarding capital adequacy for credit insritutions.
This factor is expected to be decisive for an ambitious
European strategy. A response to the challenge of the
post-92 unified Community market may be seen in the
increased number of strategic alliances and mergers be-
tween banks as well as with insurance companies.
The dramatic growth of collective lnvestment funds
(UCITS, Undertakings for collective investment in
transferable securities) has been one of the most signifi-
cant developments of the French financial markets dur-
ing the last decade. The regulated rates on demand
deposits, high yields combined with a favourable tax
treatment and the possibilities offered by the general
liberalisation of the financial system are the main factors
behind the dramatic growth of these funds in recent
years. Large banks manage around 507o of UCITS activ-
ity.
Recent provisional data point to much higher amounts
than those which appear above (for example short-term
SICAV exceeded the one trillion FF last March). A
measure of the success of these funds is the fact that the
French Ucits account for more than half of the total funds
invested in all European Ucits put together.
Conceming money markets, noteworthy is the specta-
cular growth of banks'certificates of deposit since they
were first introduced in 1985, but also the sharp rise
during 1989 and 1990 of the outstanding amount of
companies'commercial paper. Another noticeable fact is
the increasing amount of money market instruments held
by non-residents: FF 90.9 Mrd in 1989 compared to FF
15.8 Mrd in 1987.
Teble 6: Undertrklngs for collectlve Investment In
trensferrble securltles (UCITS)
(Net rssets rt ahe end of the yeer; bn FF)
1985 1989
srcAv (l) 2.6 449.6 1269.6
(shst-term) (0.0) (204.0) Q%.0)
FCP (2) 3.9 194.1 433.0*
(shct-term) (0.0) (90.7) (l3l.t)*
r980
(l) Socits d'investissement capital variable
[?] X,'i$;u*"uns de Placements
Source: Banquz de Francc
Teble 7: Money merket securltles: rmounts outstending
et end - December 1989 (bn FF)
l9E4 1985 1986 1987 1988 19E9
Certilicatesofdeposit 0.0 29.9 64.4 2@.5 341.4 515.6
Commercialpaper 0.0 3.3 24.O ,t0.t 63.0 129.1
Treasurybills 311.5 335.6 374.0 434.4 450.0 520.0
Other 2E.6 26.3 E7.8 45.3 59.1 72.9
TOTAL 340.1 395.1 49o.2 72t.O 9t3.51237.6
Source: Banque de France
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The remarkable success of the Paris futures exchange,
MATIR should be ascribed to the need faced by treas-
urers and other market participants to cover risks from
increased interest rate volatility. Important to this posi-
tive development has also been the contribution of a set
of prudential and monitoring measures taken by
MATIF'S regulatory authorities.
As the table above shows, the contracts traded in the
MATIF are mostly of domestic origin. Nevertheless the
introduction, in April '89 of the 3-month Euro-DM con-
tract underlines MATIF's ambition to extend the scope
of its activities. More recently - October 1990 MATIF
introduced a futures contract based on the yield of long-
term bonds denominated in ECUS.
The bond market has also grown rapidly. Although
Treasury paper accounts for most of the issues, public
enterprises and entities as well as financial institutions
are also very active creating thus an important market
for non-govemment bonds characterised by increasing
liquidity and internationalisation. Bond market has been
a place where important financial innovations and instru-
ments were introduced. Noteworthy in this respect is the
issue, for the first time in April 1989, by the French
Treasury of an ECU-denominated bond issue (OAI).
Total gross issues of these bonds reached 6085 million
ECUS by end ofJanuary 1991.
5.3 Financial policies of the corporate and
household sectors
The flow of funds data reveals a number of important
changes in the financial structure of the main sectors of
the economy. The net improvement of the financial po-
sition of the corporate sector was one of the most
interesting changes. Since 1983 there was a clear tend-
ency on the part of enterprises to reduce their debt
burden and make wider use of internally generated sav-
ings. This policy was made possible by the improved
companies' profitability since 1983 and the resulring
increased liquidity.
The basic reason for the high degree of indebtedness of
the corporate sector dates back to the period of low
interest rates and easy access to banking finance. The
sharp rise of world interest rates during the first half of
the '80s which were largely reflected in domestic rates,
increased substantially companies' financial charges
rendering necessary an operation offinancial consolida-
tion.
ln parallel to the reduction of indebtedness to banks, and
taking advantage of the opportunities offered by the
financial liberalization, the enterprises turned in an in-
creasing degree to the capital market. The rising share
prices made profitable the raising of equity capital.
An interesting phenomenon regarding the financial be-
haviour of enterprises is the rising share of securities in
their holdings of financial assets. These securities in-
clude both short-term debt instruments but mainly shares
and other equities. The holding of short-term bills indi-
cate an active cash management policy made possible by
the creation of the money market and the availability of
a wide range of instruments.
The sizeable amounts of shares in companies financial
assets (normally equities appear on the liabilities side of
companies' balance sheets reflecting the raising of
equity capital, see table above) may be ascribed to com-
panies'interest in acquiring stakes in other firms as part
of their strategy to suengthen their position in view of
the realisation of the single European market. This phe-
nomenon may also partly reflect the rising direct invest-
ment abroad made by French companies in recent years.
The financial behaviour of the Households sector is
characterised by a fall, since 1981, of its savings rate as
percent of GDP and also by a more sharp fall, with
certain hysteresis (since 1984) of the sector's rate of
financial savings.
Teble 9: Enlerprlse sector: sclf.flnenclng rrtlo (.)
(Excludlng lerge netlonellscd corporetlonc; ln %
1980 l98l t982 t983 1984 1985 1986 1987 l9t8 1989
6.3 60.3 612 7r2 76.0 75.3 98.1 X2 95.2 tt.t
(*) Ratio of gross savings over gror! fixed capitel formation
So nrc c : N al io nal ac counlsThble t: MATIF: volume of contrects treded ln
thousende
1986 t987 1988 1989
Inteipstrate fuhlres
- French gov. bonds
- stock irdex
- three month PIBOR
Currency fubres
- EuroDM
1.139 l r.9r l 12.357 15.m5
40 444
452 2.296
481
Source: Banque de Francc
Table 10: Non-financlet enterprlses: equlty cepltel relsed
on caplta! mrrkets (bn FF)
1980 1982 1984 1985 t988 1989
52 43 73 177 158 229
Source: Eurostat, Finoncial accounls: Francc
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A falling savings rate during the '80s was an almost
universal phenomenon despite the sharp rise of real in-
terest rates. The more pronounced drop in the financial
savings rate since 1984 in France may indicate that
financial saving served as a shock absorber enabling
households to keep their previous consumption pattern
despite a lower growth rate of their income. Both rates
showed an upward trend since 1988 but remain below
their previous levels.
Recent initiatives aimed to favour long-term savings
such as the PEP (popular savings plan) managed to
mobilize considerable amounts and contributed to the
reversal since 1988 of the falling financial saving trend.
The investment behaviour of households was affected
considerably by the financial liberalization and the cre-
ation of new markets and instruments. Between 1980 and
1989 households holdings of securities (shares and
bonds) more than doubled reaching 48Vo of their total
assets up from 23.7% in 1980 whereas placements in
deposits fellto3T?o from60?o in 19807o.
Noticeable also is the development of funds invested in
life insurance and pension funds. Their share more than
doubled during this period from3.2% to7.2%.
5.4 External dimension of financial liberaliza-
tion
5.4.1 Flnanclal lntegratlon and capltal movements
The elimination of the last restrictions on the movem€nt
of capital on lst January 1990 -six months ahead of the
deadline set by the Community capital movements direc-
tive- was the final step of the liberalization process of
the external financial transastions which had started a
few years earlier.
The external financial liberalization following that of
the domestic financial markets made possible a more
international orientation and integration of the economy.
A measure of the development of France's international
financial integration is given by the ratio of the capital
flows over the flows of goods and services.
This macroeconomic iniicator of financial openness rep-
resents the synthesis of a sharp rise of capital movements
in both directions, inflow and outflow, motivated by a
number of reasons linked to the nature of the capital
flow.
The phenomenon of the considerable rise of gross capital
flows with a parallel quasi-equilibrium in the current
account underlines the autonomous character of these
capital movements and the dissociation of the develop-
ments in the current and capital accounts of the balance
of payments following the financial liberalization and
free capital mobility (a phenomenon also observed in
other countries).
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Teble 12: Structurc oJ flnenclel essets: Households sector
1980 % 1989 %
l. Cashanddeposis 1755 60.1 3530 37.3
2. Bonds and slrares 691 23.7 4546 48.0
3. Life insurance and 95 3.3 684 7.2
pension funds
4. Other 377 12.9 710 7.5
5. TOTALASSETS 2918 lm.o 9470 lm.o
Sourcc: OECD, Financial accounts
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Teble lil: Dlrect end portfollo lnyestmena flows
bn ECUs
l. Directinvestnrnt z.Pordolioinvestrrpnt
1987 1988 1989 1987 1988 1989
Inllow 4 6.1 8 7.6 9.9 27.1
Ouflow -7.5 -10.8 -15.3 -2.3 -3.5 -5.5
Net -3.5 -4.7 -7.3 5.3 6.4 21.6
Sottcc: Ewoslat
Flows of direct and portfolio investment that took place
in recent years are provided in the table below:
The considerable growth of direct investment capital
was probably motivated by industrial strategy consider-
ations in view of the completion of the unified European
market (the Single market effect). Different was the
motivation behind the sizeable net inflow of portfolio
investment capital: it was mainly attracted by the high
interest rates of franc denominated assets, basically
bonds and Treasury bills, combined $,ith markets'con-
fidence in the stability of the franc.
Concerning direct investment capital it is noticeable the
important share of the banking sector in both inflows and
outflows. Direct investment abroad by French firms was
nevertheless three times as high than inJlows in 1988.
Regarding short-term capital flows such as bank de-
posits, recent indications point to a considerable growth
during the first half of 1990. These funds concern both
outflows and inflows and their motivation seems to lie
in banks' effort to circumvent the burden of reserve
requirements applied to deposits in France. Following
those developments the Banque de France reduced con-
siderably the rates of reserve requirements on banks'
liquid liabilities.
5.4.2 The flnanclal sector and the unified European
market
The good overall performance and quick adjustment of
the French financial sector under competitive conditions
following the financial liberalization gives a measure of
its considerable potential for an active presence at the
European and international level.
The macroeconomic policies and performance since
1983 and the commitment to a policy of monctary sta-
bility provided the background for the successful pas-
sing to an open and market-centered financial system.
These elements constitute also the indispensable frame-
work of stability for the development of an international
marketplace.
The size of the economy and, especially, the important
amount of savings it generates are also positive factors
which enhance the long-term potential of an interna-
tional financial centre.
French banks' comparative strength in the international
markets lies in their long tradition of important interna-
tional presence -they dispose one of the largest number
of branches and offices abroad- and their active partici-
pation in the restructuring of the European financial
environment in view of the Single market (see above
data on foreign direct investment of banks).
Existing indications point to the fact that the major
French banks have reached, or are close to, the solvency
ratio required by Community directives and interna-
tional bodies (Basle Accord). Nevertheless an active
presence in the European, and more so, in the interna-
tional scene require, among others, a strong capital base.
This is particularly true for corporate finance and invest-
ment banking, activities which are considered as the
most promising in the unified European market. There-
fore the need to raise new equity capital appears certain
for those banks having major international ambitions.
The case of state-owned or controlled banks seems to
pose more difficulties given the narrow margin for capi-
tal injection from the state budget.
Domestically French banks dispose an extensive branch
network. This provides a solid basis and renders rather
safe their position as far as retail banking is concerned:
the high fixed costs required for the creation (or acquisi-
tion) of a branch network by foreigners makes such a
"risk" less probable.
As relatively weak points, compared to the most efficient
competitors, of French banks can be cited the high oper-
ating costs -despite the progress achieved during recent
years- high intermediation costs and rather low profita-
bility. The already mentioned free provision of payment
services to customers, as a counterpart to non-remun-
erated demand deposits, leads to phenomena of cross-
subsidisation of non-profitable by profitable bank
services and contributes to the lack of transparency re-
garding the cost structure of the banking services and to
high costs of financial intermediation.
The existence of regulated and tax-exempt liquid savings
(which accounts for one third of total deposits), and
correspondingly subsidised credits to high priority sec-
tors through specialised credit institutions, are the most
important remaining restrictions in the credit system.
This is an area where reform seems necessary both for
Teble l4: Dlrect lnvestmcnt ln banklng
mlo ECUs
Inflow Outllow
1985 1985 1987 1988 1985 1986 1987 1988
499 777 8't7 l(xll t3',t ll90 1952 3057
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reasons of transparency and efficiency as well as for
reasons of compatibility with Community rules af.tet'92.
Paris position as a financial centre was strengthened by
the remarkable performance of its futures and options
market: MATIF's interest rate futures market ranks third
worldwide. Moreover activity of collective investment
funds, which exceeds the corresponding ones of UK,
Germany, Italy and Benelux put together, gives also a
measur€ of the market's ability to mobilise savings.
The significance of the above positive developments is
justified by the importance of the "size" factor for the
establishment of an international marketplace. This has
to do with the attainment of the necessary "crilical
mass", I concept synthesising elements of market depth
and liquidity, economies of scale and scope and an envi-
ronment favouring synergy and financial culture.
Heavy investment in infrastructure, modern technology
and an efficient regulatory and settlements system are
the strong points of the Paris stock exchange. Note-
worthy is also the growth of the money market which
managed to attract considerable amounts of foreign
funds.
The taxation of financial savings and that of financial
services business are important factors for the financid
activity and merits consideration. In France the average
tax rates on income from savings was, until recently,
veru high and the risk of delocalization of savings, fol-
lowing the compleme remove of restrictions on capital
movements, was real. The substantial reduction during
1990 of the rates on the income from bonds and deposits
plus the rather high tax-exempt level for savings'income
has reduced considerably such a risk. Nevertheless to the
extent that no agreement for a minimum community-
wide, tax rate on savings is reached such a risk, though
reduced, would remain. This refers mainly to thc soph-
isticated investor and less to the small or average one. It
is noted in this respect that the degree of concentration
of financial wealth is high (not only in France) : it is
estimated that, in France, around 35% of total financial
wealth is held by l% of investors.
Concerning taxation of financial services, a positive
development was the abolition of the 5.5% tax on life
insurance premiums (July 1990) and also the fixed com-
mission for stock exchange transactions (July 1989). On
the other hand the tax on stock exchange transactions
remains unchanged.
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6. The tax system and the internal
market
6.1 Introduction
As the process of European integration continues to-
wards EMU the issue of taxation will increasingly come
into focus. From a macro-economic point of view the
share of public expenditures financed by explicit taxes
is important for the stability of the monetary union as
both monetary financing and excessive accumulation of
public debt must be ruled out. On the microeconomic
level tax incentives are important for at least two rea-
sons. Firstly, mobile production factors will be respon-
sive to different tax treatment. Secondly, because EMU
will alleviate the extcrnal constraint, tax rules that affect
investment and saving decisions may have pronounced
and persistent effects on the current account balance.
This in turn may exercise some pressure to harmonise
tax incentives.
6.2 The tax structure in France
- an examination at aggregate level
The salient features of the tax structure in France are
relative low direct taxes (97o of GDP against 12 U27o ot
GDP for EUR12) and relatively high social security
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contributions : indeed the highest in the Community (21
U2?oof GDPagainst 14llZ%o of GDPforEURI2).
An important part of the social security contributions are
paid by the employers. At face, therefore, the French
enterprises would for this reason seem to be excessively
burdened and disadvantaged in the steadily increasing
European competition.
Social security contributions, however, cannot be
counted as a tax burden for the enterprises even though
they are initially paid by the employers : all taxes on
compensation of employees will eventually have to be
borne by the wage and salary earners. The reason is that
compensation is determined by the contribution of la-
bour to value added, which again is dependent on the
quality of labour, the production technique and market
conditions. The consequence is that if higher social se-
curity contributions are imposed on employers, wages
and salaries will have to be reduced so that total com-
pensalion remains unchanged.l
From the point of view of employees the overall tax
burden is important i.e. the sum of incomes taxes and
social security contributions - whether paid by the em-
ployees or the employers. Graph 35 shows that this sum
of taxes on labour incomes (in terms of GDP) is lower
than in many other high-income Community countries
and is at the same level as in Germany. At the aggregated
level, therefore, there should be no strong incentives for
labour to migrate (the micro-incentives are discussed
later).
If wage and salary earnenr are not willing to reduce their wage claims accordingly, competitiveness will be ero&d by too high
unit labour costs" jobs will be lost and a higher rate of unemployment will exercise the necessary downwrd pressure on
wages.
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The logic of the internal market suggests that taxes be
imposed with an eye to the mobility of the tax sources.
Capital (except for property) and goods are the most
mobile sources. Therefore, fiscal authorities should be
more strongly concerned with tax incentives in relation
to capital and goods. At the aggregate level indirect taxes
are only slightly higher in France than the average of the
Community. However, compared with bordering coun-
tries, indirect taxes are somewhat higher suggesting that
indirect taxes can hardly be increased.
All in all, at the aggregate level the taxes and the tax
structure in France does not seem much out of line with
the requirements of further European integration. At the
micro level, however, some adjustment may be war-
ranted.
t
6.3 Charges on household income
6.3.1 Soclal securlty contrlbutlons
The way of financing the social security system, mainly
the retirement branch, will be a major problem in the
next years. The age structure of the French population at
the beginning of the next century will affect downward
the amount of social constributions, while the social
allowances will increase.
Graph 36 shows an implicit rate of social security con-
tribution between 2l9o and 24Vo of gross wages and
salaries for employers over the period studied and one
of between lVo rnd llTo for employees: this reveals a
very sharp acceleration in the proportion of employee
contributions (an increase of 6 points between 1970 and
1989). Until 1983, the nominal rates of employer and
employee contributions were raised regularly. Since
then, only employee rates are rising.
In order to reduce the labour costs of the low wage
earners, and therefore to increase employment, French
authorities try to reduce the social contributions paid by
the employers for these workers. The rigidity of SMIC
should be softened by this way.
Social security contributions can be considered as a
withholding tax on salary income. This tax is degressive
as a system of ceilings is applied on certain contribu-
tions: social security contributions are payable only on
a proportion of the wage which is below the ceiling. This
system is being phased out and remains only for old age
pension contributions because of a complicated system
of complementary retirement pensions. The need for a
change in the structure of the financial sources of the
Social Security has led to the "generalized social con-
tribution" system (contribution sociale g6n6ralis6e)
which, based on total household incomes, increases the
basis of resources of Social Security. It might represent
the first step towards a reform of the system of taxation.
It aims to ensure that the social security system is no
longer financed exclusively by contributions (from em-
ployees and employers) calculated on salaries, but also
by charging other incomes (retirement pensions and un-
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employment benefits if their recipients are subject to
personal income tax) and on investment income. The
"generalized social contribution" also aims to correct the
inegalitarian effects of making the old age pension con-
tribution subject to a ceiling which penalizes wages
beneath that ceiling (FF ll M0 per month).
This new contribution (levied at a rate of l.l?o) will not
increase revenue but alters the structure of social se-
curity financing. It should raise some FF 37 billion in
1991, which still represents a small proportion of all
contributions collected by the general social securiry
system (under 59o of the contributions collected in
1989). The yield from the "generalized social contribu-
tion" will make it possible to reduce employee old-age
pension contributions rates by 1.1 percentage points.
6.3.2 Dlrect taxatlon
Direct taxation of household ihcome was only somewhat
more than 47o of GDP in 1990. It is an annual tax charged
on the total net income of individual entities. The pro-
gressive tax structure takes account ofthe dependants in
the household (e.g. number of children) and applies to
all the various types of income net of deductions, allow-
ances and charges. Income tax revenues grew sharply
between 1960 and 1985 but recently slowed down mar-
kedly as a result of the series of reliefs introduced in
1985, which brought the top rate of tax down from65Vo
to 56.87o and extended the system of graduated relief.
The effect has been to take some two million people out
of tax altogether, and to reduce the amount of tax paid
for a further two million.
In comparison with the other European countries, in-
come tax is of limited importance within the French tax
system. This can be explained, first, by the low rates
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charged in the first income brackets (the lowest rate is
5% compared wirh 25% in the United Kingdom) and
second by the narrowness of the tax base. Taking into
account allowances and various deductions, the low
rates charged in the first income brackets, the system of
graduated and the exemption from paying small amounts
of tax, the tax base is so narrow that many taxpayers do
not reach the mininitrmJaxation threshold.
In 1986, l% ofhouseholds declaring the highest incomes
paidll% of tax and 10% of households paid 64Vo of tax.
The tax rules in force therefore favour low and middle-
income taxpayers, However, these conclusions would be
qualified if the amount of social security contributions
paid to general government was added to income tax.
Taking charges and contributions based on the wage
billl, France would be at the bottom of the scale if direct
taxes alone were considered. The consideration of all
contributions places France among the countries which
tax wages and salaries at more than 507o, The United
Kingdom is the country where taxation is by far the
lowest (some 307o) (see Graph 37).
6.3.3 Taxatlon of savlng
When savings are differently taxed, distortions may take
place between investors (residents-non residents, low
income-high income investors), borrowers (saving
banks, banks, enterprises), assets (short term, long term,
bonds, shares), and consequently financial markets.
Therefore, the return before tax must be different in
order to take into account the differences in taxation. [n
France, a great step towards a very strong reduction of
the distortion between assets was taken with the Law of
Finance of 1989. These measures mainly aimed to
equalize taxation on bond and share incomes and to
reduce the tax burden on financial savings in order to
avoid the danger of their dislocation towards more tax
favourable financial centers. Nevertheless, the taxation
of saving is still fairly complex, given the many
measures which aim to promote one or other investment
and in theory to favour the smallest incomes.
One typical feature of the French taxation is that very
safe and liquid assets (the saving books) are tax-
exempted. These non taxed savings are collected only by
the saving banks (Caisse d'6pargne et Cr6dit Mutuel)
resulting in a segmentation of financial markets. More-
over administered interest rates applied to these assets.
Banks have been excluded until the introduction of new
financial assets as the Compte de Ddveloppement lndus-
triel and recentln the Plan d'Epargne Populaire.
The financial resources collected under this favourable
tax scheme are assigned to specific uses (social housing
policy) and by-pass the money market. This deflection
of funds is especially significant because the banks may
not pay interest on their sight deposits to attract savings.
Nevertheless, the above-mentioned tax measures (reduc-
tion of the rate of the levy in full discharge of personal
income tax on bond income, reduction of the tax rate on
capital gains, permission to mutual funds (SICAV) to
capitalize their interest income) together with some
allowances have strongly reduced the differential be-
tween the taxation of savings books and that of market-
able assets. Nevertheless, there are still certain
differences but they are now not very important. There-
fore the increase of credit costs which was important in
the past, is no longer significant.
Recently, taking into account the difference between the
regulated interest rate on saving books (4.57o net oftaxes
in 1990), and the market yield of competing financial
assets, mainly the short-term mutual funds (SICAV de
tr6sorerie), savers seem to gradually reduce their invest-
ment in saving books.
The taxable income produced by short-term investments
is subject to a levy which is in full discharge of income
In calculating the burden of taxation on household income not only wages, but also other taxable incomes should be taken
into consideration: retirementpensions, incomes earned by the self-employed, property income srd income frorn finarrcial
assets. Consequently, the ratios in Graph 37 are biased upwards. Even so, the results remain vali4 since wage represent by far
the major share of household income
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tax. For investments involving financial intermediation
(e.g. cash vouchers), this levy limits the taxation of
interest received to between 38.17o and 48.17o (53.19o if
the recipient does not state his name).
On the other hand, a levy of l8.l7o applies to income
from market instruments, certificates of deposit, com-
mercial paper, etc. received by private individuals. This
tax rate applies also to income from bonds.
'faxation in respect of shares aims either to limit the
amount of corporation tax which affects the dividends
paid to shareholders, through the tax credit system.
The tax credit, introduced in 1985, reduces the double
taxation of profits distributed by a resident enterprise,
once under the heading of corporation tax, and once
under the heading of income tax. Corporation tax, which
is charged at 42Eo on the taxable profit to be distributed,
is reduced to the rate of l39o (by means of. a SOVI credit),
to which the shareholder's income tax has to be added.
The shareholder who receives a dividend becomes a
creditor of the Treasury in respect of half the profits tax
paid by the company. The capital gains, which represent
the main expected profit of the shareholder, are taxed at
the same rate than the interest income on bonds and other
marketable assets (l 8. I 7o).
Nevertheless, dividends are still more taxed than interest
income on marketable assets. This could partly explain
the small size of the French equity capital market. This
is despite the political determination, announced since
1978, to encourage the expansion of the share market.
The Monory Law, introduced in 1978, exempted savings
invested in French shares from income tax with an upper
limit being set for this exemption. The Monory Law was
succeeded by the equity savings plan (compte d'6pargne
en actions), which was in force from 1983 to 1988. The
1987 law on savings introduced the retirement savings
plan (Plan d'6pargne retraite: P.E.R.) which has been in
force since January 1988.
In 1990, the retirement savings plan (P.E.R.) was re-
placed by a quite new product, the Popular Savings PIan
(PIan d'Epargne Populaire: P.E.P.) which in principle
creates a fiscal advantage in favour of long-term invest-
ment.
Savers enter into a popular savings plan, for a minimum
period of 8 years: these are run by credit institutions,
investment houses and insurance companies. Interest
incomes is exempt from tax in respect of an amount
invested which does not exceed FF 600 (XX) per person:
this is twice the upper limit for the housing saving
schemes (Plan d'6pargne-logement) which had pre-
viously been the most advantageous product in this re-
spect. In addition, persons who are not taxable are
offered a bonus equal to 254o of annual payments up to
a limit of FF I 500 a year for l0 years. This new product
not only helps to break down the barriers in the financial
system as regards the collection of funds on favourable
tax terns; except for the industrial development account
(CODEVI), this had been the prerogative only of the
savings banks and the Cr6dit Mutuel. It also introduces
for the first time, the principle that the issuers are free
to fix the remuneration, with a view to deregulating
credit conditions. Interest rates determined in this way
are guaranteed either for the first year, or for the whole
life of the plan.
The popular savings plan (P.E.P.) should permit banks to
collect a steady stream of resources and to counteract the
tendency for banking disintermediation to increase as a
result of the success of undertaking for mutual funds as
a whole (Organismes de placement collectif en valeurs
mobiliEres : O.P.C.V.M.) and particularly for S.I.C.A.V.
(Soci6t6 d'investissement de capital variable).
Nevertheless, if funds are withdrawn early from the plan,
the levy, in full discharge of income tax is applied at the
rate of 38.17o if the capital was invested for under 4 years
and at I 8, I 7o if it was held for a longer period. These tax
penalties mean that the yield and liquidity of the plan
resemble those of the "A" savings book.
6.4 Company taxation
Corporation tax was introduced in December 1948 at the
rate of 24Vo, was increased to 5O9o in 1959, and subs-
quently remained unchanged for over 25 years. Since
1986, this rate has been discretely brought down and in
1991 it stands at 349o for reinvested profits and42Vofor
distributed profits. The tax is charged on all profits or
income earned by companies and other legal persons
referred to in Article 206 of the General Tax code.
In order to limit double taxation, a 509o tax credit is
available for distributed dividends. Depreciation and
interest payments are deductible from the taxable profit.
Under ordinary law, straight-line depreciation is allowed
but firms may opt for the practice recognized by the tax
authorities, which also allows degressive depreciation
for certain goods (in the main new investment goods);
the coefficients for this method depend on the period of
utilization. For certain types of investment (research,
anti-pollution), the law allows exceptional depreciation.
lo07o depreciation applies to software and energy-sav-
ing investment in the first year.
Teble 15: Totel stock merket capltellzatlon as e proportion
of gross netlonel product
1989
United Kingdom 98.llo 75.87o
Netherlands 41.3% 54.57o
Belgium 39.4% 44.37o
Gerrnany 20.2% 27.3?o
Itdy 76.31o l8.l%
France 23.5% 32.7?o
Sourcc: Fcdcration of Stock Exclungcs in the EC
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It would be insufficient to take the corporate tax as the
sole criterion for evaluating the burden of taxation on
companies. Not only does this charge represent a fairly
small proportion of the total fiscal resources of the pub-
lic authorities, but it does not represent the principal tax
paid by companies. Graph 38 shows the respective pro-
portions (as a percentage of gross value added) of all
taxes payable by companies. The taxation of products
used in the operating cycle (the domestic duty on petro-
Ieum products is part of this) represents some 77o of
value added, but the proportion has been falling since
1988, after having risen steadily since 1982. The tax on
profits represents under 4Vo ofvalue added, but its share
has grown since 1985 following the appreciable im-
provement in company results, The other taxes are sta-
tionary or in decline, as is the case for the various taxes
linked to production, which include the business tax
(levied by local authorities) which is charged on fixed
assets used for the business activity.
Analysis of the relative incidence of direct and indirect
taxation as a proportion of total fiscal charges payable
by companies shows the priority given in France to
indirect taxation, which represents over 607o of the total.
The relative share is similar in the Netherlands, while in
the other countries there is more balance between the two
types of taxation. The following Graph 39 shows the
total fiscal pressure, gross or net (i.e. after deducting
subsidies and aid for investment) and its main compo-
nents, in relation to value added. The United Kingdom
and Belgium are the countries which redistribute the
smallest part of taxes to firms in the form of subsidies or
aid for investment, while France is an intermediate po-
sition.
All in all, among the countries under examination,
France is the country with the highest gross rate of fiscal
charges after the Netherlands. In net terms, only the
United Kingdom is ahead of France. These results must
be analyzed with caution as intemational comparisons in
the fiscal area being affected by unharmonized statistical
sources. Nevertheless, they show the main charac-
teristics of the different fiscal systems.
The analysis carried out so far would be incomplete if it
did not include a reference to the factors which deter-
mine a component of total tax burden : corporate tax. Its
amount is in fact affected by the level of profits, ex-
pressed by the profit margin before taxation and sub-
sidies, and by the implicit rate of taxation on the profits.
The net fiscal pressure (the net tax payments divided by
gross value added) has to be assessed in relation to the
level of profits of enterprises (the gross operatinS sur-
plus before taxes divided by gross value added). The
gross operating surplus has been chosen as a proxy for
the tax base of corporate tax in the different countries,
in order to show that the tax burden can be partly ex-
piained by different levels of profitability. The other
determinant will be the value of the implicit tax rate,
which is affected by the national tax systems.
Graph 40 shows that in Germany, Belgium and the
Netherlands even though profitability is far higher than
in France, the burden on the value added of enterprises
is smaller because the operating surplus is more favour-
ably taxed. The opposite is the case in the United King-
dom with France in a similar position.
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6.5 Final remarks
France has experienced strong improvements in its pub-
lic finance accounts towards the absorption of central
government deficis. Nevertheless, the financing prob-
lems of the social security system particularly of its
pension branch have not yet been solved. New resources
with also a change in the financing structure might
become necessary.
The tax burden of the French economy is one of the
highest in the European Community (the highest among
the five big European countries) and therefore affects the
economic activty first by the amount of resources drawn
on from national wealth and secondly by the distortions
created in the allocation ofresources.
The amount of social contributions is larger than in other
European Community countries due to the size of social
transfers (mainly retirements which represent more than
50Vo of total social allowance in 1989) and its financing
(based on wage bill).
Therefore, the weight of social contributions on the wage
bill was of about 35Vo on 1989 (of which about 257" are
employers contributors) and could affect the amount of
savings available in the economy. Moreover, the low
wage earners are penalised because they pay more con-
tributions in relative terms because of a ceiling system
applied to pension contributions.
The interest income of a large part of liquid financial
assets is totally exempt of tax. Compared to the taxation
ofother assets this has distorted the saving behaviour in
favour of saving books. Moreover, these revenues have
not increased the resources available for private invest-
ment because this liquid saving is allocated to specific
uses (social housing policy). Therefore, the specific fin-
ancing needs of corporate sector are not satisfied.
The nominal fixed exchange rate commitment and the
next steps towards the European monetary union, includ-
ing the internal market in 1993, will increase the price
competitiveness between European enterprises. There-
fore, changes in taxation can no longer easily be shifted
onto prices in order to keep the previous profitability
after taxes. With capital mobility inside the internal
market, this will imply that more taxed enterprises have
to reach a higher profitability before taxes than the less
taxed foreign competitors in order to have the same rate
of return after taxes. This result can be reached by lower
unit labour costs as a result ofeither stronSer productiv-
ity or a lower nominal wage bill. Therefore, the adjust-
ment to different tax burdens at the international level
will demand either an improved allocation of capital or
a bigger flexibility of wages including the level of social
contributions.
On the other hand, the full deductibility of interest pay-
ments reduces the real burden of indebtedness, and there-
fore the cost of capital boosting investment. The
monetary integration does not allow any longer lower
real interest rates in France than in the other member
countries. Therefore, only the tax system will be able to
influence the financing costs. Nevertheless, the deducti-
bility of interest payments being commonly applied al-
most everywhere else, this does not increase the real rate
of return of French enterprises relative to its partner
countries.
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7. Monetary instruments and inter-
mediate targets
7.1 The reform of monetary aggregates
7.1.1 Modiftcatlon of the Content of the Aggregates
Faced with the rapid development of financial innova-
tion, the Banque de France introduced, as of the begin-
ning of this year, a reform of monetary aggregates. The
reform essentially concerns the OPCVM (undertakings
for collective investment in transferable securities),
whose rapid development made it necessary to establish
a more detailed statistical treatment and a more meaning-
ful monetary classification in order to avoid upsetting
the development of monetary aggregates and the conduct
of monetary policy.
The principle previously followed in the classification
of the OPCVM in the monetary statistics was the one of
transparency. According to that principle the monetary
assets included in the portfolio of all OPCVM were
broken down and distributed among the M variables;
they were assumed to be held directly and totally by
non-financial residents. This treatment was proving less
and less appropriate as :
. financial institutions are holding increasing amounts
of OPCVM units;
. non-residenti are bound to increase their holdings in
the framework of the open European financial mar-
kets;
. portfolio switches by the OPCVM, into or out of cer-
tain categories of assets (for example a movement out
of CD's, included in M3, into TB's) could upset the
development of monetary aggregates even though the
attitude of OPCVM holders did not change.
The need for the protection of savers has recently led to
the establishment of a fairly detailed classification of
OPCVM by management objective so that the ones who
have a predominantly monetary character can be singled
out. The ones classified as short-tern seem to have
indeed such a monetary character as their capital risk is
Iow and they are easily transformable into means of
payment. Detailed statistics on the holders of parts of
OPCVM are currently being elaborated in the framework
of a new accounting framework for OPCVM. At present,
are however available fairly reliable estimates of parts
held by non-financial residents.
According to the new methodology M2 no longer in-
cludes assets held by OPCVM. Conversely, M3-M2 now
includes those parts of short-term OPCVM held by non-
financial residents. A new aggregate, M4, replaced the
previously monitored L. The new M4-M3 includes
Treasury bills and commercial paper held by non-finan-
cial residents, i.e. assets with a high degree of proximity
to M3-M2 items.
The development and innovation of financial markets
and the increased possibilities of switching between
monetary and financial assets makes it necessary to
monitor also a number of indicators representing various
categories of non-monetary savings of non-financial
agents. Classified by order to closeness to monetary
assets, those are :
. aggregate Pl, incorporating assets that are stable and
non-negotiable (home and popular savings plans as
well as capital accumulation certificates);
. aggregate P2, including bond open-ended unit trusts
(SICAVs), other bonds and insurance companies tech-
nical reserves;
. aggregate P3, consisting of share SICAVs and other
shares.
Two further improvements were brought about in the
monetaryfinancial indicators. Firstln a table for Total
Domestic lndebtedness of non-financial agents was es-
tablished (replacing the previously used Total Domestic
Credit). This gives a comprehensive view of the struc-
ture and trends in financing circuits on a quarterly basis
and serves to explain the link between changes in domes-
tic indebtedness and in monetary aggregatcs. Secondly,
a Quarterly Table of Financial Operations, compatible
with the existing annual tables, was elaborated and
allows the application of national accounting methods to
the analysis of macro-financial trends.
7.1.2 The Performance of the New Aggregate
The new statistical treatment mainly affects the profile
of M3. It appears from the following graph that the new
M3 grows in a significantly more stable manner than the
old one.
The new M3 obviously avoids the very large swings of
the old aggregate that occurred in 1986-87 and in 1990.
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A clear picture of the difference in the development of
the new aggregate is obtained by plotting the content of
M3-M2.
In 1985, the old M3-M2 failed to display the portfolio
switch away from short-term OPCVM causing a slow-
down in the growth of the new aSgregate. On the con-
trarn it was speeding up under the influence of the
upsurge of monetary assets of total OPCVM (including
bond and share undertakings). As of the second quarter
of 1986, a persistent tendency towards higher interest
rates and the then prevailing expectations caused a con-
siderable swing from long to short term investment and,
under the additional influence of institutional changes,
from intermediated investment to short term market pro-
ducts. This movement is shown by the new M3-M2 but
the old aggregate failed to indicate it. On the other hand,
its growth in the following year overshot the one of the
new aggregate. As the weight of short-term OPCVM in
the total increased and the weight of money market
assets in their portfolio developed substantially, the old
and the new M3-M2 followe.l similar paths in 1988 and
1989.
Since the end of 1989, portfolio changes and dislocation
of assets caused a much more rapid deceleration of the
old aggregates whereas the new one, less sensitive to
both, remained relatively stable. Indeed, the OPCVM are
now considered as financial intermediaries; by conse-
quence, it is now their liability side which is significant
for the determination of financial behaviour. This could,
however, contradict the definition of the aggregate: if a
short-term OPCVM switches from CDs to TBs, M3 is not
affected, whereas it is if the same operation is made by
a non-financial agent, Indeed, this raises the more
general question of whether the greater stability of
growth, that the new aggregate displays, is in fact an
advant.age or if, on the contrary, it could not lead to the
loss of a certain amount of information.
7.1.3 M3: the new target varlable
Until the end of 1990 the intermediate target variable in
France was M2, since it included transactions holdings
which can be immediately or very rapidly used in the
markets of goods and services, thus afecting demand.
However, at present interest rates are high, while regu-
lations prevent remuneration of sight deposits and the
remunerated deposits included in that aggregate are sub-
ject to limits. In such a situation, the deposits included
in M2 tended to grow less rapidly than would seem
appropriate on the basis of the growth of the final target
variables. Thus the M2 was no longer judged appropriate
as a target variable for monetary policy.
As of 1991, monetary policy targets M3 which includes
money market assets remunerated at market rates and
thus avoids the consequences of those switches in port-
folio. The new aggregate was found, by the French auth-
orities, to be sturdier than the old M3. For example, the
old M3 grew by only 3Vo in 1990 while the new one rose
by 7.ZVo which seems to correspond better to the state of
liquidity in France and also has more continuity with the
8.97o growth registered in 1989.
Other reasons also contributed to that choice. Firstly, the
above mentioned stability of the new M3, since the new
treatment of short-term OPCVM safeguards it against a
certain number of deviations and distortions. Secondly,
using an M3 target brings French practice more into line
with that of its major narrow band ERM partners. This
makes it easier both to examine and to coordinate mon-
etary policies in the European Community.
Two further characteristics of the new monetary target
variable are worth mentioning. Firstly, the French M3 is
broadly defined. Compared to GDP it has a coverage of
abott 75Vo whereas Germany's classic aggregate M3
covers roughly 50 to 557o.Secondly, the new M3 grows
faster not only than the old one but also than nominal
GDP. Compared to the latter, in particular, it grew about
l.5Vo faster, during the past three years, indeed with
remarkable consistency. It is on that basis that the l99l
target was arrived at: nominal GPD was, at that time,
forecast to Srow by 5.47" so an interval was chosen for
M3 of between 5 andTVo.
7.1.4 Towards a European Monetary Aggregate
Experts from European central banks are currently work-
ing on the harmonization of broad money aggregates
used in the Community, in relationship with the Econ-
omic Unit on behalf of the Committee of Governors in
Basle. The aim is to examine the scope for improving the
harmonization of national dcfinitions, as more consist-
ent aggregates would facilitate the assessment of the
compatibiiity of national monetary policies, and assist
in the future development of a Community-wide aggre-
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gate. Statistical harmonization will, however, be limited
by the need to preserve the link between national mon-
etary aSgregates and the final goals of monetary policy.
This link may differ according to the specific structure
of a countr5/'s financial sector.
Starting with the existing national definitions a main
criterium for the harmonization is the degree of maturity
of assets. The main problems are : (i) the treatment of
time deposits, non-negotiable certificates, and repur-
chase agreements; (ii) the implications of rapidly in-
creasing cross-border holdings and foreign currency
assets; (iii) the fixing of the boundaries between the
issuing and holding sectors.
As mentioned earlier, the adoption of M3 as the inter-
mediate target variable in France is placed in the frame-
work of this European effort. The new, larger, monetary
target variable is more appropriate in view of the the
effort for coordination and harmonization but further
steps are necessary.
7.2 Monetary instruments: the case of
minimum reserve requirements
7.2.1 Introductlon
The historical purpose of minimum reserve requirements
was prudential, i.e. to adequately ensure bank liquidity
in order to safeguard deposits, thus contributing to a
greater stability of the financial system. The close super-
vision of credit institutions by the authorities has pushed
this function into the background.
As an instrument of monetary policy minimum reserves
have been in use in the US since 1933 and in Japan since
1957. In the European Community countries, minimum
reseryes are generally available as an instrument but in
countries where developments in monetary aggregates
do not receive particular emphasis they are no longer
used. Ratios vary substantially from one country to the
other with no reserye requirement in Belgium and only
O.4O% in the UK on the one hand and Spain at lTVo ol
the other. The base on which they are calculated and the
degree ofremuneration are also different. In France, they
were introduced in 1967 with the aim to reinforce the
Central Bank's control over money creation by commer-
cial banks and to support interest-rate policy.
7.2.2 Functlons of mlnlmum reserves as an
lnstrument of monetary poltcy I
The reasons for which minimum reserve requifements
are used in France relate to the moderating effect on
money creation by banks, the contribution to equilibrat-
ing demand for Central Bank money, the automatic
smoothing effect on overnight money rates and the fact
that they increase the credibility of monetary policy by
conveying the message of the authorities. ln particular:
. as demand for reserves is proportional to the develop-
ment of bank activity, the Central Bank has the possi-
bility to provide the amount of reserves it considers
appropriate in view of influencing the course of mon-
etary aggregates;
. demand for money base also gives the possibility to
the Central Bank to regulate short-term market rates.
This demand is determined by the difference between
the available amount of currency and the factors crea-
ting money base (mainly Central Bank claims abroad
and its position vis-i-vis the Treasury). The existence
or increase of reserve requirements ensures that the
amount of demand for Central Bank money is suffi-
cient to allow it to exert the influence on short interest
rates that may be required for the achievement of the
aims of monetary policy;
. as bank reserves are calculated as an average over a
certain period and given that they are not remunerated
they exert a stabilizing influence on overnight rates.
In effect, when liquidity increases and interest rates
are pushed down, banks will add to their reserves
bringing them to a level higher than the average ulti-
mately pursued, in the hope to be able to depress them
below average at a later time (in the same reserve
period) when interest rates are higher. The opposite
will happen when bank liquidity falls. Thus, an auto-
matic inverse movement in the demand for banks takes
place on each occasion, partly offsetting the primary
movement of liquidity and, by consequence, relatively
stabilizing the level of overnight rates;'
. observing the same function from a different angle, in
the absence of a compulsory reserve requirement, in-
terest-rate instability could result from the banks con-
verting an excessively large part of their transactions
(non compulsory) reserves into interest bearing assets.
If this were the case, in the event of a sudden move-
ment in liquidity, the Central bank would have to
either tolerate erratic moves in interest rates or inter-
vene in the markets and, possibly, compromise tarSets
of monetary expansion;
Bulletin Trimestriel de la Banque de France", September/Cctober 1990 and "Monthly Report of the Deutsche Bundesbank",
Much 1990.
Obviously this function looses in importance as the end of the reserve period approaches. In fact, just before the fifteenth of
each month (which is, in France, the closing date for reserves) overnight rates often reach unusually high or low levels as
banks find out that they have under- or overestimated the amount of required reserves.
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. finally, to the extent that the authorities wish to rein-
force the credibility of their monetary policy or to
address a problem of short-term conJlict between in-
ternal and external objectives, a change in the reserve
requirement can be used in parallel with other means.
7.2.3 Hov useful are reserye requlrements?
In spite of the apparent usefulness of minimum reseryes
as an instnlment of monetary policy, a certain number of
factors limit the scope of their utilisation, mainly as a
result of the development and the globalisation of finan-
cial markets. In particular, the possbilities of dislocation
and the progress of disintermediation are limiting the
base on which reserves are calculated towards Ml
which, in itself, is declining in importance. In addition,
the development of new financial instruments and tech-
niques could allow the Central Bank to exert the required
monetary effect without imposing on the banks (and on
the economy) the cost that the reserye requirements do.
In particular, as is the case with all instruments of mon-
etary, policy, the role of reserves in restraining money
creation is limited by the possibility of private capital
inflow in an open financial market. Moreover, the re-
straining function, if any, can also be played by the
reseryes that banks will hold independently of the obli-
gation to do so, in order to face the needs of the transac-
tions with their clients. Although the amount of those
"transaction" reseryes can vary with interes[ rates,
among others, an increase in bank activity will increase
demand for Central Bank money. Thus, the Central Bank
will have the same, although somewhat more limited,
possibility to restrain money creation.
The amount of demand for Central Bank money, adequ-
ate to allow it to exert the necessary influence on interest
rates, is also a matter for investigation. In the recent
years the demand autonomously addressed to the Banque
de France (i.e. mainly through claims abroad and oper-
ations of the Treasury) was about FF 80 bn; this is
matched by an equivalent amount of bank reserves de-
posited with it. [n view of the regularity of the external
position of the Banque de France over the past few years
as well as the high level attained in public finance treas-
ury management in France, compulsory reserves may be,
to a large extent, redundant compared to what is needed
for that purpose. lndeed, the autonomous demand for
Central Bank money may be sufficient to allow the
Banque to achieve the regulation it considers necessary.
In addition, if that demand must be reinforced, the Cen-
tral Bank can use the market instruments at its disposal.
By contrast, an increase in reserve requirements is in-
deed a powerful means to convey a policy message.
However, in a context where monetary policy is severely
constrained by the openness of the financial markets and
by EMS, credibility is best transmitted through ex-
change-rat.e stability, i.e. interest-rate policy combined
with the appropriate fiscal policy and supply-side ar-
rangements. Therefore, utilization of reserves as a means
of transmission of the policy message to the markets is
a useful but not an indispensable instrument.
It seems unambiguous that reserve requirements indeed
smooth out erratic day-to-day fluctuations of bank
liquidity and, by consequence, excessive variability of
overnight rates. [n fact, in the countries where reserye
requirements are not actively used, that rate fluctuates
enormously. However, progress in market instruments
and procedures could allow the Banque de France to
check erratic fluctuations of bank liquidity and the over-
night rate, without making recourse to reserv€ require-
ments. For example, the development of the practice of
currency swaps and of issuing negotiable paper by the
Banque de France can allow fine tuning of bank
liquidity. Using those instruments requires a pennanent
presence of the Banque de France in the market.
The importance of day-to-day fluctuation of bank
liquidity is a matter for the assessment of the authorities.
Smoothing it out with reserye requirements must be
weighted against the burden that the latter imposes on
the banking system in the way of a transfer of profits to
the Central Bank from the banks and/or from the econ-
omy as a whole. Indeed, reserye requirements add to the
costs of intermediation and result to lower deposit rates,
higher lending rates and narower profit margins; thus
channeling savings into investment by the banks
becomes more difficult which affects the allocation of
resources,
The lower deposit rates resulting from the imposition of
reserve requirements constitute a direct incentive for
depositors to move into other non monetary forms of
savings; this is then translated into a slower growth of
monetary aggregates. At the same time, savings are dis-
couraged (but not the non-monetary savings), while the
alternative forms of saving may be more difficult to
monitor.
Disintermediation is an important factor limiting the use
of reserve requirements. This is the case especially in
France where financial innovation has made it substan-
tially easier to tum to alternative sources of financial
investment and financing of enterprises. In other coun-
tries, Germany in particular, where the possibility of
non-bank credit creation is limited, reserve requirements
can still remain at a relatively high level. Not only the
spectacular growth of the OPCVM (Organismes de
placement collectif en valuers mobiliBres) provides an
indication of such disintermediation (although this is
hidden intermediation, to a certain extent) but, also the
change in the financing behaviour of non-financial en-
terprises who are seeking more and more frequently
non-intermediated credit (commercial paper) and equity
financing.
Another serious constraint iimiting the freedom of the
authorities to increase reserve requirements at discretion
is the international competition for savings in an open
financial market. To the extent that the reserve require-
ment only concerns deposits with credit institutions in-
stalled in France, a high requirement ratio pushes
deposits outside the country. Such is the situation that
made it necessary for the French authorities to reduce,
as mentioned in section 4, the requirement ratio of cer-
tain categories of deposits. One solution to the problem
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could be to include those dislocated deposits in the base
for calculation of reserves; but this would imply includ-
ing also non-residents'deposits and this would reduce
the attractiveness of Paris as a financial center.
As a result, reserye requirements in France are tending
to concentrate on Ml which is, at present, more difficult
to dislocate and to disintermediate. This bears now a
requirement of 5.5% against 0.57o on the items included
in M3-M2 and 2Vo on M2-Ml. Moreover, this very ag-
gregate (Ml) is loosing in importance over time under
the influence of alternative, relatively liquid forms of
saving, in particular, due to the development of the
OPCVMs. Thus, its part in the M3 was 33.7Vo at the end
of 1990 compared to 37.3?o at the end of 1987 and to
4l% at the end of 1981.
"Offshore banking facilities" and "Euro-currency mar-
kets" in particular constitute an international, not only
European problem. They enjoy major advantages (tax,
regulatory, locational and scale) and, in addition, they
are not subject to reserye requirements; as a result they
have recorded a very rapid growth in recent years, in a
context of free capital movements, upsetting to a large
extent monetary policies and developments. As in
France, other countries have had to take measures to
counteract that phenomenon. Germann in particular, in-
cluded the accounts of foreign correspondents in the
calculation of reserves and reduced the reserve coeffi-
cient on time deposits.
The problem of dislocation and, generally, the competi-
tiveness impact of reserve requirements points to the
issue of the need for a certain degree of harmonization
at a wider European level.
7.2.4 The reform. of reserve requlrements
Although they played a less significant role until 1986,
reserve requirements contributed to the rationalization
of bank management in France to the extent that they
induced banks to develop a liquidity policy consisting in
forming an opinion on future interest rates and in pro-
viding for liquidity flows. At the end of 1985, a new
reserve system was put into operation as a transition
towards a less closely controlled monetary framework.
That system included in the reserve base, besides de-
posits, also the part of credit extension that was not
covered by stable resources (mainly own capital plus
bonds). That arrangement gave more freedom to the
banks but mainly operated as an instrument of reform of
the liability structure of the banks as it prompted an
increase in stable resources and a reduction of their
monetary financing.
The role of minimum reserve requirements was upgraded
since the beginning of 1987, along with the definitive
abandonment of credit controls and the adoption of a
market-oriented monetary policy. The base was re-
formed and enlarged the ratio was increased and they
were used as a full instrument of monetary policy pro-
viding the Central Bank with an additional degree of
freedom for choice of policy.
The coverage of the system wes extended to a much
larger number of credit institutions, including also the
savings and welfare funds, the Caisses de Cr6dit Munici-
pal, the Cr6dit National and other special credit institu-
tions to the extent that they carry out competitive
activities.
From the point of view of the base of calculation, credit
was completely excluded, which points to the abandon-
ment of the formerly used system of the "enca&ement
du cr6dit". Reserves are now based on all demand lia-
bilities (exigibilit6s) of residents with credit instirutions
denominated in francs (since 1989 the base includes
residents' deposits in foreign curency with a zero rate),
whichever their form. Are only excluded long-term sav-
ings (PEP and PEL) and certain assets designed essen-
tially for popular residence (Livrets A).
The calculation of reseryes is made on the basis of
amounts outstanding in the books of credit institutions
at the end of the month. In order to reduce as far as
possible the gap between money creation and the corre-
sponding increase in reserves, the period of reserves was
fixed at one month (it was three months in 1985-86) and
is the average of a four week period centered at the end
of the month in question.
Reserves bear no interest; this contributes to the basic
function of reserves, which is to smooth out very short
rates. However, the same function could be performed if
reserves were remunerated at any stable rate. Indeed, this
would offset to a certain extent the problems created by
the reserye requirements on the performance of banks
and on interest rates.
7.2.5 Utllization of reserve requlrements
As the policy of credit controls (encadrement) was aban-
doned the ratios of reserye requirements were progress-
ively increased, in 1985 and 1986, with a view to
increasing demand for Central Bank money to the level
considered by the authorities adequate for ensuring con-
trol over liquidity and interest rates. Thereafter, reser-
ves were frequently used, in order to support monetary
action. Since January 1987, ratios were modified on four.
occasions (see table below).
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Trble 15: Chenges ln reserve requlrements
Jan. Iuly Iune OcL OcL
Ratios on 1986 1987 1987 1988 1989 1990
Ml 3.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 5.5
M2-Ml 0.5 1.0 1.0 2.5 3.0 2.O
M3-tfrl 0.5 1.0 2.O 2.5 3.0 0.5
C1ungc in 12.4 4.7 t.0 9.0 -26.0
muurtof oblige
tory tlscfvc6
Grbn)
tdal rcscrvcs 49,5 60.5 65.5 75.3 (60.0)
(avcragc cndqur-
t€r) (FFbn)
in % of lvl! 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.9 (1.4)
(a) In July 1987, the reserve requirement on items in-
cluded in M3-M2 was increased from l7o to ZVo and,
at the same time, the repo rate was reduced by 0.25Vo.
The two modifications cancelled each other in terms
of burden on the credit institutions. In terms of mon-
etary policy, the authorities aimed at shifting finan-
cial investment away from monetary and into bond
markets and at frustrating investors who, anticipat-
ing an increase in long rates in bond markets, were
turning towards money markets. As a result of this
operation, the slope of the yield surve was improved.
(b) In June 1988, considerations related to exchange-
rate policy imposed a cut in official rates (taux di-
recteurs) by O.25Vo. As bank credit, to consumers in
particular, was rising fast at that time, the reserve
ratio on items included in M3-M2 and M2-M1 was
raised to 2,57o with a view to neutralizing the effect
of the rate cut and to avoiding an overheating of the
economy.
(c) In October 1989, monetary aggregates were rising
fast in France. At the same time the Bundesbank
initiated a general interest-rate rally by rising its rate
by I point. The Banque de France followed with a
rise of O.757o. This was sufficient to maintain the
parity against the DM but was not considered adequ-
ate on domestic considerations, so the opportunity
was taken to proceed to a further increase in reserye
requirements. Thus, the ratio orr sight deposits was
raised to 5,59o and the one on savings and time
deposits was brought to 37o, resulting to an addi-
tional FF 9 bn of reserves.
(d) In 1990, it was becoming more and more urgent to
take action against large scale dislocation resulting
from the abolition of all remaining exchange con-
trols and from the development and the further open-
ing of capital markets. Franc denominated time
deposits, in particular, discouraged by comparative-
ly large reserve requirements, were flowing out of
France, placed with foreign banks. Eventually, those
funds returned in France in the form of banks' lia-
bilities to foreign correspondents thus canceling un-
favourable balance of payments effects, but on bal-
ance, Iinancial activity in the Paris center suffered
and the development of monetary aggregates was
upset thus affecting the conduct of monetary policy.
Against this background, it was decided as of Oc-
tober 1990, to drastically reduce, from39o toO.57o,
the ratio applicable on items included in M3-M2
which are easiest to dislocate. It was estimated that,
under the conditions prevailing in the interbank mar-
ket at that time, the burden on those items would be
no more than l/16 of a percentage point which
seemed to be lower than the cost of dislocation. The
measure successfully prompted the immediate repa-
triation of those deposits amounting at almost
FF 90 bn.
During the same period, the monetary target vari-
able, M2, was recording an unusually slow develop-
ment owing mainly to the savings attracted by the
unexpectedly successful Plan d'6pargne populaire, a
long-term government-subsidized popular saving
scheme, intro$uced in the beginning of 1990 and
excluded from the monetary variables. This allowed
the Banque de France to reduce, as of the same date,
the reserve ratio applicable to M2-Ml, from 3% to
24o.
A further measure mitigating the incidence of
reserve requirements, taken at the same time, is the
inclusion of banks'vault cash (encaisses) in the re-
quired reserves. This is also the practice followed in
the main countries using the instrument of reserves.
As a result of those measures the amount of bank
reseryes held with the Banque de France was signi-
ficantly reduced (by about FF 26 bn) which was
readily repercuted to lower base lending rates with,
however, little influence on overnight rates.
On the whole, reserve requirements were substantially
increased since the operation ofthe monetary and finan-
cial system was reformed. As a result of the increase in
ratios since 1985 the total amounts of reserves passed
from FF 23 bn in the first quarter of 1985 to about
FF 50 bn at the end of 1986 and to FF 70 bn at the end
of 1987. The amount peaked at FF 82 bn in Septem-
ber/October 1990 but fell to less than FF 60 bn since the
adjustment of the reserve system of October 1990. Re-
quired reserves represented, at the end of 1990 about
l.4Vo of CDP, a level which is lower than the one at the
end of 1986.
7.2.6 Conclusion
Minimum reserve requirements in France are aimed at
moderating money creation by banks and equilibrating
demand for Central Bank money. They automatically
attenuate the variability of call money rates, which ap-
pears to be their main function, and reinforce the credi-
bility of monetary policy by emphasizing the
determination of the authorities. As those functions can
also be performed by the market instruments of monetary
policy minimum reseryes seem to have a complementary
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nature which should be weighted against the burden they
impose on the financial system and, ultimately, on the
allocation of resources in the economy. Moreover, the
development and the globalization of financial markets
are enhancing the possibilities of disintermediation and
dislocation thus reducing the base of calculation and
limiting the scope of utilization of minimum reseryes as
an instrument of monetary policy.
The role of reserve requirements has been reinforced
following the reform of the monetary and financial sys-
tem in France in 1986. Changes in reserve ratios have
often been made, mostly in combination with changes in
interest rates, contributing to the successful solution of
monetary policy problems. Particularly important is the
action taken in July 1987, which corrected the shape of
the yield curve, and of June 1988 when exchange-rate
induced interest-rate cut was combined with an increase
in reserve requirements imposed by domestic consider-
ations so that a conflict between external and domestic
objectives was resolved.
In response to successive monetary shocks reserye re-
quirements in France were continuously increased until
1989. However, owing to the elimination of all remain-
ing exchange controls and to the development of finan-
cial markets, competitiveness and monetary problems
appeared in 1990 in the way of increased disintermedia-
tion and dislocation of deposits. As a result, the Banque
de France proceeded to a drastic reduction in reserve
requirements restoring, from that point of view, the com-
petitiveness of the Paris financial market.
Financial innovation and market integration raise con-
cretely the issue of harmonization in reserve require-
ments. The matter will have to be dealt with in the wider
context of coordination of monetary policies.
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